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Proposal to Reduce SGA
Membership Soundly Defeated
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Over $10,000 was raised during the Multiple Sclerosis 29 hour
Dance Marathon held last weekend in the Washington Room.

Student Opinion Mixed on
Renewal of Draft Registration
Margaret Henderson
President Carter's call for a
renewal of draft registration ' to
boost American preparedness in
the face of an increasingly tense
international situation has emerged
as a controversial election year
issue, especially' on college
campuses. Congress has voted
down this proposal, but before it
did, students launched protests on
campuses across the nation. Many
of the protesters were barely into
adolescence
/when
. draft
registration was ended in 1972.
Although Trinity-did not see any
..protests, a group of students
recently circulated a petition,
collecting hundres of signatures of
those opposing registration. A
discussion group on the draft
sponsored by the Committee for
Change at Trinity had a heavy
turnout, and the issue is clearly on
everyone's mind.
•A- recording at the Selective
Service Office in Washington, D.C.
gave all the pertinent information,
about draft registration. Tlie voice
on the telephone explained that,
"Because of the number of callers,
Selective Service cannot answer all
calls at this time."
According to Carter's plan, all
men and women born in 1960 and
1961 would have to register at their
local post offices during the late
spring. The dates for registration
had not been set, but they "will be
widely publicized in advance." •
Next January, men and women
bom in 1962 would be required to
register. From that point on, as
soon as individuals reached their
eighteenth birthday, they would be
expected to register.
Although Carter asked for
worn^n to register, this had become
a highly covntroversial issue. Even
more controversial, though, was
whether women would,fiB active
combat roles or be relegated to

jobs in case . o/
war.
Only non-resident aliens and
currently active members of the
armed forces would not have to
register.
Men arid women ages 21 through
26 would not be required to
register now, but they would have ;
to in the future "should the need
arise."
The Selective Service stressed
very strongly that, "This is not a
resumption. of the draft." The
purpose of registration, they said, is
"to create a pool of names and
addresses to be used in the event of
a national emergency." Because
this'is not an actual draft, it would,
be impossible to give classifications
at this time.
A very controversial aspect of
the draft during the Vietnam War
was the question of student
deferments. Many individuals went
on to college or continued into
graduate school as a means of
avoiding the draft. This, of course,
prompted complaints that the War
became a conflict in which the
middle and upper classes stayed in"
school and the lower classes did all
the fighting. Selective Service has
already considered that problem.
They said they "do not expect there
to be special deferments for
students, married people, or people
in certain occupations."
.
For those considering other
methods of avoiding the draft,
Canada, a popular haven for draft
evaders in earlier wars has already
announced that it would not accept
evaders now.
\
Trinity's anti-draft movement is
small and not especially vocal, but
it has made its presence felt. The
movement began during a
discussion of the draft in the Cave,
sponsored by CC AT. Two students
from the University of Connecticut
Law School showed up and interested some of the Trinity students in
organizing an anti-draft registration
movement on campus.

out manpower, you cut out a lot of from one representative per Fifty
enthusiasm and people who want to students to one representative per
one hundred students." The prowork."
Gavin Reardon, newly elected posed amendment had called for
Vice-President -of the SGA, was four class and four at-large reprequick to support Pomeroy: ""By sentatives from each class and for
cutting down on the number of one IFC representative, which
people on the SGA, we will have would have produced an SGA body
higher visibility and more respon- of about twenty-eight, students.
sibilities fof- those people who are The SGA's failure to. pass this
on it;- we might be able to pass amendment means that the present
some things more easily,'' Reardon body ,;of forty-five students will
also added that the SGA is ' 'not continue to stand.
asking much of amember to be a " In other important business
representative of one hun'dred discussed at the. meeting, of'-Fe-.
students instead of fifty. It would bruary 25, the SGA overwhelmmean more to be a dorm represen- ingly passed the Jackson-Reardon
tative with a more diverse consti- Amendment. This amendment
concerns "the selection of student
tuency."
The discussion concerning the liaisons to- positions that require a
proposed amendment prompted representative group."
First, under this amendment, the
such suggestions as the reduction
of the number of SGA committees. > SGA is required to attempt to select
Commented Craig Vought, "The males, females, and minorities
solution will be to cut down from SGA members when asked to
committees by three or four people choose people for these positions.
because groups of seven or eight Secondly, if the SGA legislature
shows no interest; then it "shall
are defeating our purposes." •
John Leisenringv who was pre- send a public notice to the student
sent as an interested student, body" asking them to send one or
offered his opinion: "With Fifteen more representatives to the S^QA
or twenty people there is not as for possible selection to the corresmuch apathy as there is presently. ponding organization. Third, if the
With a large group JiJce this you particular organization or student
have a tendency to get more body docs not respond by the
bogged down with details than with second SGA meeting following the
issues." Bob Aiello, a new SGA announcement, "then any SGA
member, agreed that "a smaller member regardless of race, color,
body would make it more competi- or gender shall be able to run for
tive and create a lot more political that vacant position."
activism on campus." .
Following the passing of the
A motion by Donald Jackson to Jackson-Reardon amendment and
vote on the amendment was passed the rejection of the Proceduresby the SGA, but the body voted 14 Committee amendment, Pomeroy
to 24 to reject Pomeroy's amend- informed the SGA that the Lobby
ment "to raise the constituent level Against Raising the Drinking Age
is sponsoring bands that perform
for free at schools; .they are
presently negotiating for "Tirebiter" to come to Trinity with the
SGA's assistance.
Representative Donald Jackson
beginning of the year and by
suggested that the SGA write a
issuing security reports whenever
letter to the White House asking
necessary.
for Trinity to be invited to
Schweighoffer also reported that
over the course of the Christmas conferences such as the one held at
term extensive vandalism occurred the White House recently ,for
inside the dormitories as well as representatives from various colwithin the Ferns Athletic Com- leges to discuss the draft. D'ave
plex. He also reported that a total Palmero offered to write (he letter.
In business relating to SGA
of forty-two fire alarms were
reported, twelve of which were committees. Bob Aiello volunteered to be a new member on the
i investigated. •
Affairs
Committee.
Schweighoffer also felt that the Academic
escort service"was being abused. Committee reports began with'
The service was used 1,984 times in Gavin Reardon of the Constitution
the first four months of the year. Committee, who announced that a
Said\ one Trinity co-ed _ of the brief meeting would be held
service, "It's great, I use it all the following the SGA meeting; Rear
cont. on p. 2
time when it's cold."

by Mary Ann Connors
In response to a Tripod editorial
of February 19 concerning the large
number of students in the Student
Government Association, SGA President Jim Pomeroy proposed a
Procedures-Committee
amendment at the SGA meeting on
Monday, February 25.
Pomeroy's proposed amendment, which was to reduce the size
of the ' SGA from 45 to 28-30
students, resulted in a long and
controversial discussion. As justification for the proposed reduction of
the; SGA, Pomeroy stated, "The
main point is to cut down on what
the Tripod refers to as deadwpoa."
Pomeroy's statement prompted
quick reaction from other members. Bob Herbsl emphatically
stated, "We shouldn't be so
worried that the Tripod thinks
meeting on Monday nights is so
cumbersome. If we cut membership, people will have to double or
triple up on committees. By cutting

Approximately ten students
currently make up Trinity Students
Against the Draft, but this is not a
very formal organization. These
students became involved in
collecting signatures on petitions.
Sophomore Laura Cohen became
the Trinity contact for the antidraft movement. The Trinity group
is now part of a coalition of many
groups opposing the draft. Cohen
describes this coalition as covering
"a pretty wide range," including
cant, on p. 3

Schweighoffer Cites
Crime Figures
by C. Mark Bouelhouwer
^-' Director of Security Michael
Schweighoffer released his semiannual report last month. The
report, which .covered the period
from July 1 to December 31, 1979,
gave a statistical picture of the
crime situation at Trinity. Schweighoffer says he is pleased with
the low crime rate which he attributes to increased student
awareness and to the efforts of
resident assistants and coordinators.
,,
The report indicates that in the
period from July 1 to December 31,
1979 there occurred thirty-nine larcenies, nine motor vehicle thefts,
four assaults, -thirty-nine thefts
from automobiles and Five sexual
assaults.
, Schweighoffer felt that much of
the crime that occurred could have
been prevented. He cited, for
example, that of the thirty-nine
larcenies, only six were forcefl
entry. The rest, he said, were due
to the fact that students often
forget to close their doors and
windows. As a result of this student
negligence, the security office has
devoted much time in increasing
student awareness and attention of
security problems through issuing
security information at the
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SGA Posses Amendment
Concerning Liason Selection
cont. from p. 1

don added, "I don't even know if
you all remember who's on it."
Jim Pomeroy had some encouraging news from the SAGA Committee. Pomeroy recently received
a letter from Jeff Wilson, Head of
SAGA, concerning suggestions
that would make Mather dining
facilities more attractive. There is a
i possibility of opening Hamlin Hall
to all students who are either on or
off the meal plan from 2-4 p.m.
daily. At that time, the students
would have the opportunity td
purchase salad, soup and bread;
students who missed lunch would
be allowed to use their meal
tickets.
In other committee reports, Mike
Huebsch .of the Transportation
Committee announced that the van
is now available for student rental
with three days notice. Sean
Finnegan is available daily for one
or two hours to take care of rentals.
According to Huebsch, "the average cost for a 100 mile trip would
be, if the van was full (14
passengers, 1 driver), $13.00 per
head, and the. cost would include ,
gas, tolls, and parking."
s
Pomeroy informed the SGA that
the Housing Advisory Committee
has made up a questionnaire which
is to be sent out through the KA's.
Instead of previous dorm ratings of
A or B, ratings would change to A+,
A, A- and so on, providing "a little
more flexibility." • In addition,

Vice-president of the College
Thomas Smith is sending out a
questionnaire to determine student
opinion on the present conditions,of
dormitories. Results from the questionnaires are expected before
Spring Break commences.
Some of the most important news
for students discussed at the
meetings pertained to the Curriculum Committee. Issues discussed
in the curriculum review include
such subjects as dropping required credits from thirty-six to
thirty-two, the importance of continuing to have open periods and
pass-fail options, and the possibility of giving students an opportunity to graduate with a minor as well
as a major.
Representative Dave Clark announced that the Budget Committee is presently doing its mid-year
review and the Committee "is
probably going to be taking some
money back because $135,000 has
been budgeted and only $35,000
spent." «
Mark Italia, President of the
Student Government
Planning
Board, announced that the Stampers will be appearing at Club T on
Friday, March 7. Italia said Club T
would be more of "a nightclubdance atmosphere and there will be
a special hypnotist act before."
Italia also'informed the-SGA that
Trinity cannot get Tom Petty for
Spring Weekend due to cost
considerations.

Meal-Alternatives Proposed

was to offer a "Hamlin InBetweener" from two to four,
Monday through Friday. Soup,
Students on the Saga meal plan salad and beverages would be
can expect some changes next served. Students on the meal plan,
year, if proposals made by Jeff who missed lunch would not be
Wilson, Food Service Director, are charged, while other students
adopted^
•. •
; ;.••;•
would be charged a nominal fee. If
Wilson plans to continue of- Wilson could not get use of
fering the three meal plan options Hamlin, he proposes giving "Cave
(19-meal, 15-meal and 10-meal). He credit" to those who miss lunch,
also plans to continue allowing
since the Cave's business is usually
students to borrow Saga equip- slow following lunch time.
ment, making boxed lunches for
Over the summer, Wilson will be
athletes going to away games,, and sending every student information
to continue offering birthday pertaining to sandwich, lines,
cakes.
unlimited seconds, special meals
Another of Wilson's proposals, a°nd "monotony breakers".
by Sharon Ann Siinonl

Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

A discussion concerning the
termination of Randolph Lee's
contract was initiated by Pomeroy
who said, "that's something we
really have to get going on because
that's something we should definitely be advising the administration
on." A suggestion was made by
one SGA member that "we all
march up there and make appointments. It's something we could
do."
The last topic of discussion
involved Mark Italia, who, as SGPB
President, wanted to be allowed to
vote on SGA matters. Technically,
'Italia is the Second SGA President
and to emphasize why he wants the
voting privilege, Italia stated, "If
Jim is forced to give up the gavel
and Gavin is not here, I'm next in
line." After a short but heated
debate between Italia, Pomeroy
and Reardon, the SGA voted to
give Italia his SGA voting privilege
before the body adjourned at 11:30
p.m.

Printed below are excerpts from
the semi-annual security report
submitted to Vice President Smith
by Director of Security Michael
Schwclghoffer.
It is indicative to note that of the
39 dormitory larcenies only three
were of forced entry. This factor
'indicates that doors and windows
were either open or unlocked, or
the perpetrator was someone
authorized to be inside the dormitories; ,11 of the 39 thefts were
from storage areas.
Larcenies -- The majority of
cases investigated were in the
larceny category, predominantly
from dormitories or vehicles.
Larcenies from dormitories, Total
39-3 forced entry. Larcenies from
fraternities, Total 6 -- 2 forced
entry, Larcenies from College
buildings - The College experienced severe monetary loss
when rare books were stolen from
the Wheaton Room on 10-4-79 and
the Walton Room on 10-11-79.
Estimated total 'loss was approximately $5700, To * prevent
future

occurrences

an

intruder

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

247-0234
,\

The student van, which was
recently purchased by the
Athletic Department, is now
available for use by any Trinity
department or organization.
Junior, Sean Finnegan, is in
charge of making rental arrangements. His duties include insuring that the mileage is correct, and getting the
keys to the right people.
Arrangements to rent the
van must be made three days
in advance along with a $15
non-refundable deposit. The
driver must have proof of a
Connecticut Public Service Operator's License. The person
renting the van must also have
a satisfactory record of compliance with terms of agreement involving prior rentals.
The rental fee for the
fourteen passenger van for one
to seven days is $15 per day or

$87.50 (whichever is l e s s ) (
plus 20 cents per mile. For
seven to thirty days of rental,
the fee is $87.50 for the first
seven days and $10 for each
extra day plus 20 cents per
mile. To rent the van with a
driver and gas, the fee is 58
cents per mile plus $3.25 per
hour lay-over charge for the
driver.
According to Finnegan, if
the van is rented frequently,
the rales can be decreased.'
"Karl Kurth doesn't want to
make a profit on the van. He
just wants to break even and
sec students involved in renting the van," said Finnegan. •
Whether or not the department breaks even will depend
on the amount of use the van
receives outside of the Athletic
Department. Athletic teams do
not have priority over other
student organizations in renting the van.

alarm will be installed in key areas
of the Library.

The majority of larcenies that
occurred in the past six months fell
into this category. Other than the
On 10-17-79 a Trinity owned boat
which was left moored and substantial loss suffered by the
unattended at the boat launching Swedish basketball team in the
area in East Hartford was stolen. Ferris Parking Lot the majority of
thefts involved car batteries,
Estimated loss was $3000. Also on
8-20-79 there was an industrial accessories and stereo equipment.
snow blower taken from the
A rash of auto break-ins at Jhe
Buildings and Grounds garage - CPTV and Life Science parking
estimated loss was approximately lots were ended with the apin excess of $1000.
prehension of a perpetrator by the
College owned property on Ver- Trinity Security night watch. Total
non St. experienced several lar- 3') - 14 occurred off campus.
cenies. The Alumni Office at 79 - Bicycle and Moped Thefts —
Vernon St. was entered on two During the past six months 6
separate occasions with losses of a bicycles were stolen from students
slide projector, shelf clock, radio and 3 mopeds were taken. All three
and television. The Psychology mopeds, although, chain locked to a
Department at 76 •Vernon St. was fixed objept -were left-faiuwtt^U^p.
also victimized withTosses of a tape
SL'XIIIII Assaults — Fivu <3i|jjf,w
recorder, recording tapes, ami .sexiiiiJ assaults were reported to
miscellaneous items. The Religion
.security. All involve female victims
Department at 70 Vernon St., was and male perpetrators. No forcible
also victimized, experiencing the rape were involved in any of the
loss of two typewriters. All lar- assaults. Two assaults occurred in
cenies to the buildings did not
unlocked dormitory rooms and
indicate any signs of forced entry. three while the victims were
The residence of a College walking on campus. All assaults
official was also forcibly entered on invoved the touching of intimate
Vernon St. and several items taken. parts of the victim and not sexual
Nine thefts occurred at Mather penetration. The three assaults that
Hall and entry was attempted into occurred outside indicate that the
the Pub safe.
same perpetrator is involved. None
Five thefts occurred inside the'
of the victims received visible
Ferris Athletic complex. A buffing
physical injury.
'
machine stole in one of the thefts
Assaults
Four
assaults
were
has been recovered.
reported to Security the first half of
Three thefts occurred at Hamlin
this Fiscal Year. Two Incidents of
Hall.
student
on student involvement
Motor Vehicle Thefts - There
was handled by the Dean of
were 9 motor vehicle thefts
Students in which physical injury
reported to the Security Departwas suffered. One incident inment, of these, only two thefts
volving
fraternity members and
occurred on College Property.
neighborhood
youths was inThefts From Motor Vehicles
vestigated by the Security
(Including tampering and attempts)
Department and the Hartford
Police in which physical injury was
BANCROFT SQUASH RACQUETS suffered. One assault involved
SUPERW1NNER $12.95 FRAME
three security guards and a neighCOLLEGE SPORTSHOP
borhood youth in Mather 1M<
112 New Britain Ave.
There was no apparent physic"
injury involved.
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RA's, RC's to get Pay BoostWage Law Cited as Factor
Dow "Thrilled" With Increase
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" seTors, but now have specific such a / system. He sees the
responsibilities." She expects, program as a wonderful and
"increased pay, increased out- profitable experience, and a necesput."
.••_'"'
sary provision, especially for freshmen. He finds, however, that,
The increase in pay is balanced "even upperclassmen are using RA
in the budget-iy the elimination of wisdom more."
five RA positions. Next year there
will be forty-seven RA's, and five
Dow wishes to dispel the notion
RC's. RA's will be required to that the positions of HA and.RC are
at least nine hours a week in RA "cushy" jobs. All applicants
related duties, and RC's no less
Vice-President of the College,
should realize that duties include
than twelve hours. Smith also counselling, organization, of dorm
Thomas A. Smith attributes the pay
expects ''programmatic" reduc- activities, and security watchouts.
increase to the Department of
tions, such as in dorm funds, to • Dow welcomes the yearly increases
Labor and to Director of Residential
help offset the increase. Dow has in the number of prospective
Services Tina Dow. The Labor
actually asked for an increase in applicants to the program. In the
Department requires the payment
dorm funds and was unaware of spring of 7 8 , 108 students picked
of the minimum wage to all
any reduction in funding. She up applications. The next year, 118
employees, and Smith said, "we
hopes that the reduced number of received forms, and this year 140
wanted to get in line with that
RA's alone will compensate for have already shown an interest in
requirement." Dow, who in her
their pay increase.
own words is, "obviously thrilled"
the program. Dow hopes the
with the increase, has advocated a
Both Smith and Dow foresee a increase is due to the growth of the
pay raise for the past few years.
continued increase in pay to program, and not to the'increase in
• ' .'..
• ; . • • , - • ' ' • '
correlate with the minimum wage p a y Dow believes that the "increase
scale. The salary for an RA duringWhenasked
whether the inseemed appropriate since RA's nc
77-78 was $400. During 78-79, crease in salary accounted for their
longer function as nebulous counand 79-'80, RA's received $600. decision to apply for RA and RC
The position of RC, a product of the positions, several applicants ad7 8 - 7 9 school year, paid $900 for mitted that the stipend is partially
that first year, and this year took a
responsible for their interest. How$100 reduction in wages.
ever, they also stressed their desire
for interaction with other students,
go if drafted, "unless I thought the . The responsibilities of the RA's and the_ benefits' of the RA"
were previously flexible, but over experience. Several -RA's believe
war wasn't worth fighting." One
sophomore claimed he would flee • the years they have become more that they were not paid sufficiently
specific, and more time consuming this year to compensate for their
to Canada and a senior declared
that, rather than be drafted he
according to Dow. Dow feels" that' tasks. -, :
would enlist so as to become an
she needs a certain level of pay to
Even wjth the increase in salary.
officer:
make demands. She would find a Dow regrets that the salaries of the
The question of registering volunteer system, "difficult to Trinity RA/RC program "by no
operate," whereas Smith favors means exceed other institutions."
women aroused the strongest
opinions. A female freshman said
she was against the draft,
"especially for women." Another
female freshman demanded, "Why
the hell shouldn't woman be
drafted?"
Bob Chudy commented, "Women
aren't
psychologically
prepared for war. We don't bring
women up this way." Senior Bob
Herbst agreed that drafting women
would "be a mistake,"
Others felt that if men are
drafted women should be too.
Senior Susan Wilkins stated, "It's
not fair that only men should be
drafted. Women should share the
responsibilities of being a citizen."
- She added, "1 don't think putting
women in combat roles will be
allowed, but I see nothing wrong
with it."
There is no consensus on any of
the issues surrounding draft
registration, but, whatever their
views, people tend to feel very
strongly. Senior Michael Seller
notes an attitude prevalent among
college students today. "It's a very
70's attitude. In the 1960's, people
opposed the draft on moral
. grounds. Now they're taking a 'mefirst' attitude."
By Margaret Henderson
Students applying for the positions of Resident Assistant (RA)
and Resident Coordinator (RC) for
the upcoming year will enjoy a pay
increase of $300 and $400, respectively, over the present salaries. RA's, now paid $600, will
receive $910, while RC's, presently
earning $800, will receive $1210.

'

.

.

.

photo by R. Michael Hall

Hartford City Councilman Sidney Gardner spoke to a overflow
crowd in Alumni Lounge Thursday night. Gardner'was on campus to
speak for Republican presidential candidate John Anderson.

:

Carter Draft Proposa I Plans End
to College Deferments
cont. from p. 1
different colleges, women's groups
and unions.
According to Cohen, "The
people involved all have different
reasons for being against the draft."
The coalition represents individuals who oppose the draft
because, they are pacifists and
those who oppose it for purely
selfish reasons, as well as those
whose opinions fall between these
two extremes.
Members of Trinity Students

young people should do some kind
of service — not necessarily military
- for their country". He mentions
work such as that done by the
Civilian Conservation Corps
during the Depression as a worthwhile alternative to military
service. But he stresses that this
service should be universal. All
young people should have to
devote a year or so to this service,
so "they would all be on equal
footing." Nichols is therefore
against educational deferments.
% Nichols favors the registration of
petitioHfor a few days outside the women. He does not necessarily
dining hall. Cohen says, "We found feel they should fill combat
it was an even split" between, positions, unless they wished to do
students who would and would not so. He adds, "I think many of them
sign. They collected approximately would want to go into combat,
700 names. Of those who would not although I hope we don't have to
sign the petitions, she comments, find out."
"It wasn't apathy. It was people
The Tripod spoke to a numberwho said, 'I'm for the draft.' Oily a of students — although by no means
few just don't like signing a representative sample - about
petitions."
their views on draft registration.
The petitions have been sent to None of the students contacted
legislatures along with, petitions supported a draft, but some felt
circulated by other members of the registration was a wise move. A
anti-draft coalition.
male- junior called it a "valid
Chaplain Alan Tull was active in decision, because it doesn't
the anti-Vietnam movement. He necessarily mean a draft will take
says that the Chapel provided draft place." However, junior Bob
counseling services during the Chudy felt it was a totally useless
Vietnam War and is prepared to "excuse to go to war" and stated
perform that function again if that early registration only cuts
necessary. In fact, some of the thirteen days from the long draft
leftover counseling materials are process.
still around.
Sophomore Mark Murphy said,
"I can't say right now whether I'd
Tull is not sure what the in- go or not if I were drafted." Paul
tention was behind Carter's call for Mitchell '83 said he would probably
registration. He says it is difficult to
determine if the President is truly
commited to military escalation or
if it is a political ploy to show the
Soviet Union that the U.S. cannot
be pushed around. He wonders if
by Paniporn Phiansunthon
reinstating draft registration is an
In past weeks, there have been
excuse to justify increased military, two security alerts, one on Thursspending.
'
day, February 21, at 10 p.m. in
In either case, Tull supports the
front of the Library involving three
individual's right to choose if he
Puerto Rican males, and one on
he wishes to serve. And he feels Friday, February 22, at 6:40 a.m.
that the "American military should by Dowries Arch involving one
be an equal opportunity em- Puerto Rican male.
ployer." He does not know whether
In the Thursday evening inciwomen should have combat roles' dent, two females were harassed
because "it's difficult to know in as they walked from the Library to
modern warfare what combat roles North Campus by three largely
are."
.-,
.
.
• • •'•.
built Puerto Rican males who were
Professor of Theatre Arts about 17 years old. One male had a
George E. Nichpls III, served as a mustache, another wore a brown
captain in the Army during -World suede jacket, and all three wore
War-.It. He believe that "it certainly hats.
wouldn't hurt people to serve their
In the Friday occurence, a female
country." However, he quickly
employee who was walking to work
adds, "I'm not for war."
" had her purse snatched by Downes
Simply, he believes that alt Arch as the assailant held a knife to

"Not too long ago I was
speechless. Now I'm
teaching Ben how to talk!'

Sexual Harassment
Incidents Reported

:

her. This Puerto Rican.male,-in his
early 20's, also forced a kiss on her.
He was about-5 feet 10 inches tall,
had brown skin and long black hair,
and was" wearing a green army
jacket. Security had four men
pursue him and the Hartford police
was alerted, but the criminal got
away. "We're more aware," says
Director of Security Schweighoffer,
"that we have to be more cautious
at this time, that is, around 6:40
a.m."
Trinity security operates in five
main areas: north, south, middle,
east, and Vernon. With 13 men on
the force, they work in four shifts: 7
a.m.-3 p.m. with 3 men, 3-5 p.m.
with 3 men, 5-11 p.m. with 5 men,
and 11 p.m. - 7 a.m. with 4 men.

Donald Stevenson

Don Stevenson had cancer of the larynx
"(voice box). He's now cured and talking again.
And helping other people who had the same
cancer learn how to talk again.
Cancer of the larynx is one of the most
treatable cancers. 9 out of 10 patients are curable,
if discovered irv time. And of those nine,
two-thirds are successful in learning to speak
again, thanks to a very special American Cancer
Society program—one of many rehabilitation
programs we have to help cancer patients.
The key words are "if discovered in time."
Early detection and prompt treatment can save
your life and your voice. Only you have a voice in.
the matter.

American Cancer Society
200QO00 peoplefightingcancer.
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Campaign '80: The Republican Nomination Race
Congressman. He is very articulate
' by Patty Hooper
This is the second article in a and appears to be afraid of no one,
three part series dealing with the a characteristic which can be seen
upcoming presidential primaries in in the way he takes stands on
various issues.
Connecticut.
Anderson is considered to be a (
In addition to the three front
runners in the Republican party, maverick in the Republican party
Ronald Reagan, George Bush, and because he stands on national
Howard Baker, there are four other issues are not always in line with
candidates seeking the GOP nomi- the traditional Republican posination. These candidates are John tions. He differs from his party
Anderson, Philip Crane, John , collegues on a number of issues,
and very seldom will he succumb to
Connally, and Robert Dole. ,
Of these four, John Anderson pressure from these people.
Anderson is-the only Republican
has presently captured, the most
support. In last Tuesday's New presidential candidate who favors
Hampshire primary, he received " t h e signing of the SALT II
approximately ten percent of the agreements. He feels that Carter
vote. While this appears to be only was wrong to withdraw consideraa small percentage of the total, it is tion of the signing of the SALT II
actually a lot higher than many 1 agreements in light of the recent
people*"thought he would place.
Afghanistan invasion, although he
John Anderson is clearly the realizes that had the treaties come
most liberal of all the Republican before the Senate at this time, they
candidates. Many of the more more than likely would not have
conservative Republicans in this been ratified.
With regard to the present
country would most likely support
one of the other candidates. Much Iranian situation, Anderson was
of his support comes from Demo- originally in favor of economic
crats and independents,-which if sanctions against Iran, but then
this were a regular election would changed his stand stating that such"
mean that he was doing well, sanctions could open the opportunhowever in the primary system, ity for the Soviet Union to move in.
Anderson has often been dethis cannot help him in most states.
Only in those states/which have an scribed as being fearless when it
open primary system will his comes to taking stands on various
issues. In a recent talk before a
non-Republican support show up.
Anderson is considered to be an group of antfrgun control people,
Anderson stood up to them and
outspoken and highly respected

IlllAVDVIRTOEUROPE

BIG
'

stated why he supports gun control
and defended his stand even in the
wake of the constant jeering from
the crowd.
The Congressman's most famous
proposal was that of the 50-50 plan
made to Congress last year. In a
response to president Carter's call
to conserve energy, Anderson feels
that an immediate 50 cents per
gallon excise tax be placed on
gasoline and diesel fuel in order to
bring the prices up to world market
levels. In order to provide a
balance, he further proposed as
part of this plan to cut workers'
Social Security withholdings by 50
percent. In the same move, employers contributions would drop
by 18 percent.
Anderson has always supported
the Equal Rights Amendment and
opposes any type of anti-abortion
amendment.
Like many of the Republican
candidates, he favors continued
use of nuclear power as a measure
'dealing with the present energy
crisis. However, he feels that there
should be higher safety standards
for the power plants and higher
insurance rates placed on these
facilities.
Anderson, at this time, appears
to be the only candidate who is
"not closed to the option" of
accepting the nomination to be the
Republican vice presidential candidate should it be offered to him.
The Anderson supporters in
Connecticut feel that he should do
fairly well here in the primary on
March 25. As of two weeks ago, the
campaign workers stated thai they

were looking for a fourth to third
place in this state-. After his small,
but far from insignificant showing
in the New Hampshire primary last
Tuesday, it seems as if Anderson is
beginning to pick up steam. The
number of delegates that he will
have at the convention in Detroit
this summer cannot even be
estimated, but his supporters are
sure that he will be able to make a
good showing in the coming
months.
In most straw polls, John Cbnnally, Philip Crane, and Robert
Dole lie just behind Anderson.
John Connally, former Governor of
Texas is putting a substantial
amount of effort and money into his
campaign.
Connally, who is often described
as being an " a r m " of big business,
clearly has the largest amount of
funding for his campaign of any of
the other candidates. He has used
these funds to place ads in national
magazines, and to run a high
powered television advertising
campaign.
His funding seems to be running
out, however, and the massive
advertising campaign appears to
have failed to a large degree. In the
caucuses and primary held thus
far, Connally has fared poorly. In
Hartford, lack of funds forced his
campaign headquarters to be
closed two weeks ago. Although he
is still receiving the support of the
big business community, he needs
to do well in several primaries in
order to stay in the race.
Connally is well-known for his
party switch that he made in the

early seventies. The Democratturned-Republican was closely associated with former president
Nixon especially with regard to the
Milk Fund contributions of 1971
and could have been badly hur.t by
the incident. Although he was
acquitted of all charges in the
incident, this close association has
scarred him ever since,
Connally's stands on various
issues reflect his ties with the big
business community. Connally,
who is a self-made mttHonaite fee\s
that a strong business sector means
a strong private sector. And, a
strong private sector means a
stronger America. For these
reasons, Connally holds a laissezfaire attitude with regard to
government intervention in the
economy.
Connally would also like to see a
decrease in the amount of federal
.spending, He feels that if this can
be accomplished, it will be a first
step toward halting the rapid
inflation (hat has hit this country.
Connally believes that there
should be more cooperation and
support between the business
community and the federal government. On the energy question,
Connally would like to see more
coal being mined, more nuclear
power plants built, and would like
to see more land opened up for pil
and gas exploration,
Connally now seems to be
putting a lot of his effort into the
primary in South Carolina which
comes up in the first week in AprilHow he will do in Connecticut this
• cant, on p, 8 .
„
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CPTV- will be taping the following Nancy
Savin/The Arts programs during the month of
March. Anyone interested in attending these live
studio audience tapings should call 278-5310
extension 276 to make reservations. Seating is
limited so please call early. Seating for the
audience is 15 minutes prior to tape time.
TAPEs March 10, 1980 at 6:45 p.m.
AIRi March 27, 1980
Leading American theater and television actor
James Earl Jones discusses his career and his
upcoming rotes in "A Lesson From Aloes" and

"Timotis
Theater.

of

Aihens"

ai

the

,
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Repertory

TAPE: March 18; 1980 at'8:00 p.m.
AIR: April 24, 1%()
"Gathering Forces," Darius and Dan Brubeck's
new performing group, displays its special musical
style synthesis including rock, classical, and
traditional and free jazz.
TAPE: March 25, 1980 at 7:00 p.m.
AIR: April 10, 1980
Moses Pendleton, originator and artistic director of
the famed Philobolus Dance Company performs
and airs his everchanging ideas on choreography.
:•:*>

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Kmniiliriri Iron')
\ e « York
to Luveinlxmrn

Rourtdtrip
from Chicago
to Luxembourg

No restrictions
Confirmed^ reservations • free wine with dinner, cognac after*
no restrictions un stays to 1 yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid
fro m l '.S .from March'10 thru May.14, 19H0. All schedules and
prices subject to change and government approval. Purchase
tickets in the I '..S.
^
Sec your travel a^ent or write Dcpc. # ( \
kclandair.l'.O. Ho\ 105".
West llempstead. NY U.S.S2.
Call in NYC, 757-H.S85; elsewhere, call HM-5.S5-1212 for the
tvll-free number in your area.
Please send me: • An Iixlandair flight
g timetable.
D Your Kuropeann Va
Vacations brochure.
Name
Address
Citv
State

Zip.

ICELANDAIR
i

^

aun your
yuut best
uci value to Europe
Still

SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
For Careers in Foreign Affairs, Federal, State
and Local Government, International Banking
and Business, the United Nations, Private
Voluntary Organizations and the Media
For information or an application, write to:
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
1420T INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS BLDG.
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10027
K^^^
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Hartford
Trinity Interns Visit Vermont State Legislature
•

well as the people involved in the
by Carl Schiessl
daily business at the Capitol.
During tfiis past Open Period,
The first meeting was with
while most students were either
Representative Pamela Erkson, a
lounging around at area- ski slopes
young Democrat who discussed the
or frantically trying to catch up on
handling of the $19 million surplus
school work after a slow start, the
which the Vermont General. AsTrinity College Legislative' Interns
sembly must , deal with in this
were hard at work studying the
various aspects of the Vermont session. Unlike Connecticut, Vermonters pay an income tax that
State Legislature. The group of ten
provides the state with a sizeable
student interns,- accompanied'by
program director, Professor-Clyde revenue. During the present session, the state legislature has a $19
D. McKee and teaching assistants
million surplus which may be used
Chris Hillcoat and Mike Mascolo,
in any manner decided upon by the
traveled to the state capitol in
Republican-dominated General AsMontpelier to examine Vermont
sembly.
state government on a first-hand
basis.
According to Rep. Erkson, every
The group was entertained by
legislator has a strategy to use a
State Senator and Professor Wilportion of the surplus, but recently,
liam A. Doyle and legislative this situation has caused an
interns from Johnson State Col- increase in partisan polities at the
lege. The two day program includ- Capitol, as House Democrats have
ed discussions^ with legislative attempted to use the surplus as a
leaders, party officials, media vehicle to exempt poor and elderly
representatives, lobbyists, and citizens from paying property
several state officials. The Trinity, taxes. This amendment passed the
interns were also treated to brief House 135-10 before the Republimeetings with both the Governor can leadership realized that they
and Lieutenant Governor of Ver- were-backing the rival party's
mont, who happen to represent secret proposal. The Republicans
different political parties, unlike promptly shipped the entire bill
the situation in Connecticut in back to committee.
which these leaders run on the
This dramatic political activity
same ticket. The experience pro- gave the Trinity interns a fine
vided the group with valuable introduction to Vermont *tate poliinsights into the degree of variabil- tics, which until very recently was
ity between both the structure and not party-dominated at all. Folfunctions of the components of lowing Rep. Erkson's discussion,
state government.
the interns met with RepresentaOn Wednesday evening, after a tive Timothy O'Connor, democratic
long day of driving and occasional Speaker of the House. Speaker
unplanned detours by student O'Connor reviewed the function of
drivers, the interns arrived at the House Speaker as well as the
Johnson State College, a small budget surplus strategy of the rival
BMARfetfl|£%riKltet^4ll«MncAit. Fol- ;"-fiepubIican party. This plan, aulowing a fine meal and a short thored by Governor Richard Snelperiod of rest, the interns met with iing, would allow taxpayers a 20%
Senator Doyle and some students income tax rebate — with bigger
from Johnson State, who fielded rebates going to
the well-to-do
questions ranging from the struc- who paid the highest taxes.
ture of the Vermont legislature to
The fact that Speaker O'Connor
the major issues presently con- is a Democrat in a Republican
fronting the General Assembly. dominated House of RepresentaIssues common to . both state tives is an example of the little
legislatures were paid . special emphasis placed on party memberattention, including the bill which ship in Vermont. The position of
would raise the minimum drinking House Speaker may be an extremeage to 20.
,
•
ly powerful one, but Vermont'
Early Thursday morning, the legislators do not vote along strict
group, traveled to Montpelier, party lines, so there is little need
where'they spent the day at the for a Republican Speaker ,who
State Capitol, a' surprisingly small would keep the party disciplined at
building When compared to the all times.
State Capitol in Hartford. Here the
This hypothesis was borne out of
interns held meetings with various the next meeting that the interns
legislators and state officials, as held with Representative Stephan

., ...I.
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Trinity's legislative Interns who visited the Vermont Legislature are pictured here with Vermont
Governor Sneliing [center left] and Vermont State Senator Doyle [center right].
phqto by Chris Sloan
Morse (R), Jvlajority Leader of the groups and legislators' were exam- s y s t e m of voting is probably the
• Althea
•--'
j n e ( j by the interns, who were impetus behind the continued use
House and Representative
Kroger (D), Assistant __Minority particularly interested in the un- of paper ballots in the Assembly.
Leader. These rival party leaders stable financial shape of the
Thursday evening provided the
echoed'Speaker O'Connor regard- Vermont ski industry following this Trinity interns with the"opportunity
ing his views of Vermont partisan mild winter season.
to sample the night life of northern
politics. They also discussed their
In the afternuun, interns met Vermont, irlcluding a visit to the
functions as party organizers in the with Representative Harold Giard, local nightspots. Following a restHouse. Following this encounter, an energetic maverick who dramat- ful night's sleep the interns,
the implications of the democratic ically outlined the frustrations of a returned to the Capitol to meet with
partisan action concerning the state legislator. This young farmer, Governor Sneliing and Lieutenant
budget could be viewed in the who represented a rural section of Governor Madeleine.Kunin.
proper perspective, as a major sign the state, was very open and very
of party organization in the Ver- blunt about the shortcomings of the
Lieutenant Governor Kunin dismont state legislature.
Vermont legislature, including the cussed the difficulty in finding
After a short break, the interns lack of staffing and the deficiency meaningful work for her office,
met with Michael Sinclair, state- of well-trained research personnel especially since she is a member of
house correspondent for WCAX-TV at the Capitol, t h e provocative the minority party in the legislain Montpelier. He discussed the nature of Rep. Giard's talk spurred ture-. Lt. GQV. Kuriin stated that
role of the media in Vermont state Trinity interns to suggest ways in there-is no specific functon for a Lt. .
politics and the way in which the which to change these aspects of Gov. beyond presiding over the
media chooses those issues which
the Vermont legislature. This r e - , State Senate. Due to her relationreceive special consideration by the suited in an invitation to Rep. Giard ship with the Governor, she must
media.
to visit Hartford and study the : use her creative and innovative,
The perspectives of a state structure of the Office of Legisla- skills to find,work to supplement
tive Management and the Office of her duties in the Senate. The
lobbyist were then presented bv
Legislative Research at the Capitol. interview with Lt. Gov. Kunin was
Gar Anderson, Executive Vice
The final speaker of the day was a pleasant experience /for the
President of the Vermont HospitalRepresentative William Hunter, Trinity interns, as she offered open
ity and Travel Association, an
who discussed the fragmentation of answers to direct questions from
organization representing the mapolicy in the Vermont legislature as the group.
jor Vermont industry. The role of
a result of the present structure of
lobbyists in influencing action
the.state General Assembly. The
taken on an issue and the nature of
The no t meeting was with
interns then had the opportunity to Governor Sneliing, who was very
the interaction between interest
witness a joint session of the enlhusiastic and also quite open in
General Assembly in which the his discussion of Vermont state
legislators were to/ elect four government. The pleasant personcomrades to serve on the Slate ality and friendly manner of the
College Board of Trustees.
Governor enabled the Trinity inThe most interesting aspect of terns to feel free to ask almost any
this session for Trinity interns was I question of the Governor, who
the-use of paper ballots in voting,] seemingly enjoyed rjis talk with the
an archaic system when compared! interns.
to the electric toteboard system
• found in most state legislatures.
After witnessing a portion of a
When asked about the reasons for session of the Vermont State
retaining such an outdated system Senate, the Trinity group began an
of voting, many legislators cited incredible journey back to Trinity
tradition and the one half million through a snowstorm which hud
dollar cost of an electric system. blnwn in from the Southwest. At
With a $19 million surplus, the one point, the interns took refuge
economic justification for keeping in Central Vermont's answer to the
the old system seems unsatisfac- Makris Diner, where Vermont
tory, but considering the conserva- Cheddar cheese dogs rivaled the
tive nature of the V«rmonters, the . famous bunny burgers featured at
desire to maintain the traditional the Makris.

Correction

photo by Chris Sloan

Legislators at work in the Vermont Legislature's Chamber for the House of Representatives.

In the article entitled "Campaign 80: The Republican
Nomination Race," there was a mistake in the
statement on Bush's position regarding hre stand on
peacetime registration for the draft. Bush favors a
peacetime registration in order to achieve a degree of
preparedness. It had been reported that Bush opposed
this position.

Editorial
Over the Transom

On With The Show
In the past several weeks, articles have appeared in
the Tripod concerning the status of Trinity's
curriculum. President Lockwood has outlined his views
on the goals of a curriculum review, while Drew Hyland
has proposed changes which would help the curriculum
facilitate the quest for knowledge in a more unified
manner. The Tripod has spoken out on the need for a
greater expression of intellectual curiosity on the part
of students, as well as the need to examine department
enrollments and class size. ..„
•'
All of these pieces serve as a background for what we
hope will be a complete, thorough review of Trinity's
open curriculum; The stimulation of intellectual
curiosity, control of class size,: and possible new
approaches to teaching are all worthy of seripus
consideration in the review.
Lockwood has taken the lead in encouraging the
Faculty to undergo, this process* despite his approval of
the curriculum's performance to date. We believe that
his initiation of meetings with small groups of faculty
members and the writing of faculty papers on the
subject have created an atmosphere conducive to a
constructive review process.
It has been over a year since Lockwood called for a
curriculum review. With administration and faculty
retrenchment out of the way, there1 is no reason for any
further delay. We urge'the Curriculum Committee to
approve plans for the review so that Trinity can finally
begin the long awaited analysis of its educational
offerings.
^

Jukebox Saturday Night
supposed to hear an instrumental
by Eric Grevstad
Good morning, good morning! bridge into the chorus. Forbert,
It's eleven o'clock, twenty degrees however, gets carried away at this
in the capital city. This is me, point and yells, "Aye yi yi, I'm
sitting and spinning for all of you talkin' to you now"; this kind of
sad songs and slow dancers out exuberance might be all right at a
there, getting back from Qpen concert, but it's hard to hear the
Period and settling in for the long chorus when you're laughing.
haul. This one's going out to Lois
Also, music is getting more
and Clark, to Jay and Daisy, to illogical than ever. Donna SumJohn and Keke, and to all of you mer's new song is pretty, but hard
out there in the fast lane on the to believe; as the woman tells it,
Interstate....
the man wrote her a letter, but it
Sometimes I get overworked or fell out of his coat pocket before he
depressed or don't have an idea for could mail it, and someone picked
a column, and when I do I like to it up and immediately broadpast
do two things. I drink and I listen to the contents over the radio. Do
popular music. This is weird, radio stations do that? Is it legal?
because for any given mood, doing Should you watch.your pockets
either one of those things usually when you walk past the WRTC
makes me feel worse. Doing both studios? •
of them trieans you are probably in
At any rate, with songs like this,
a bar, and that is enough to give it's best to be drinking when you
second thoughts to anybody.
hear them; and the best place to do
I've, been listening to popular that is a bar. I went to the movies
music at home, of course, and I with some friends recently, and
think I can spot some disturbing afterwards we were trying to
new trends. For instance, singers decide where to go. The Pub was
are getting impatient. Having too crowded, and the Corner Tap
finished singing a verse, they too everyday; we thought of and
cannot keep their mouths shut for a rejected a few other places — the
few measures until it's time to sing Summit Hill, the Walk Inn, the
the chorus.
Evergreen —- and finally decided to
As a case in point, Steve Forbert go to a place I'd never been. We
has a hit single. (This is disturbing went to Volpe's.
enough, because Steve Forbert
Volpe's is a small cafe on New
appeared at Club Tlast year, and is Britain Avenue; another building
now becoming famous; if this had burned down, and Volpe's was
keeps Up, I may turn on my radio
very rapidly, in its
someday soon and hear Mountain
John.) The last verse over, we are I place. It looks prefabricated, |t is

''1M

an almost plain, square, brick
building, with one room containing
both the bar and some tables. It
looks almost as if it could have
been dropped by helicopter into
the desert, as part of a United
Nations program to supply bars to
underdeveloped countries.
The accommodations
are
respectable. There are some noisy
electronic pinball machines, and
chairs set so you walk into them in
the dark when you first come in.
There are hot dogs for 75 cents,
though I didn't have one, and a
large-screen television that looks
like a big GAF View-Master on the
ceiling.
And a jukebox. The neat thing
about jukeboxes in bars is that you
get three or four people playing
them at once, and playing very
different music. Your friends may
be playing big band music, and
then groan when the people at the
far table start playing disco music,
and then everybody groans when
the old guy at the bar plays Sinatra.
But
you
don't
dance.
Occasionally a couple may order
"their song" and start dancing,
which is when I always laugh
cynically and have another beer.
Background music is very important in a bar, but u bar is not a
disco; and a jukebox is not for
dancing, even though a bar stands
or falls on its jukebox.
Which is exactly whut 1 do on the
dance floor.

Letters
to be oh the S.G.A. would not that he has done so with no concern
bother to go through this more for the opinions of the students and
faculty on (he matter is deplorable
arduous process.
Dear Sir,
3) Raising the visibility and in itself; but far more serious than
1 am writing to inform the college responsibility of S.G.A. members, this is that he has turned his back
community of one of the more A member representing 100 stu- on the most basic and vita,l needs of
important issues which is currently dents instead of 50 students would the students themselves by effectbefore the S.G.A., namely, the••. naturally be more accountable for ively eliminating the services promove to decrease the size of the his/her actions. Dorm representa- vided by the Counseling Center,
S.G.A. This is an issue which I and tives to no longer be able to pass Although I'm sure most of you
a significant number of other their responsibilities on to other would never admit to even going
members feel is of prime impor- dorm reps becuase their would be near the counseling center, the fact
tance. It is not a hastily conceived
no surplus of dorm reps. And on is that a large number of students,
idea. The motion to decrease the
the other side, students would have particularly but not exclusively
size of the S.G.A. from 45 to
to actively choose whom they freshmen are greatly aided by this
approximately 30 members was
wanted for representatives. They service, in terms of its guidance in
introduced by the Steering Comwould no longer have the now-too- their adjustment and development
mittee. The members of the
common
option of choosing among in a college environment,
Committee, including myself, perthree
names
for three positions.
What Mr, Smith obviously sees
ceived that this amendment was
Hopefully,
this
amendment as an unnecessary privilege of the
necessary to rectify certain chronic
problems of the S.G.A. I believe would make an S.G.A. position Trinity community, which he feels
that the reputation of the S.G.A. is something worthwhile in the eyes must be cast out in accordance with
nothing to be proud of. I believe of both the students and the his "retrenchment" policy is actUnfortunately, ually one of the most fundamental
this amendment will ameliorate administration.
when
it
was
introduced
at our last and personal concerns (although
this problem by:
meeting it failed to pass by a vote not highly publicized) of
1) Allowing the S.G.A. to of 24-14, 1 urge all members of the people here. If we allow Dr. Lee to
function more efficiently. Current- college community to support this be shafted in such a thoughtless
ly, it is extremely difficult for the amendment in any way possible, way, we would also be neglecting
S.G.A. to come to a consensus on
the needs of present and future
any topic, primarily because there Thank you.
Sincerely, students at Trinity as well.
are too many opinions. Conse*Sarah Yamron'81
Gavin Reardon
quently we can establish no
Vice-President,
priorities and provide no leaderS.G.A.
ship. A reduction in size would
permit us to move more quickly on
To the Editor:
S
issues and provide us with a
In the Tripod issue of February
greater degree of cohesion.
26, you quoted Dean Waggett as
2) Weeding out the "dead To the Editor:
saying t h a t , " , . , many people,
wood" which currently comprises a
1 am writing in response to the students and faculty alike, use
significant portion of the Student appalling news of last week that open period as a vacation, . . •"•
Government. It would make it more Vice President Smith, per order of Regarding this quote I would like to
difficult for students to be elected
Dr. Lockwood has decided to fire offer the following remarks: The
to the S.G.A. The increased Dr. Randy Lee, and severely cut assertion that faeulu use the
competition would hopefully force back the College Counseling Cen- Open Period as a vacation is false
candidates to devote more time and ter, thus rendering it useless to the Instead some faculty us<; this
effort to their campaigns, including
student body. The fact that Mr, period to ptcpare lectures, class
sending position statements and
Smith has turned his back on one of materials, study units and commitplatforms • to the-Tripod. Those
the most dedicated, well liked tee reports, others use it IO worjc on
coat, on p. 8
„•
. students wn& had no serious dtesire ' professors at Trinity College, and
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Open Period

Appalling News
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Commentary
The l e e Firing: A Contradiction In Terminology
by John Leisenring '81
During the past few weeks a
decision has been made and
handed down by the Trinity
College Administration to undermine the opportunity for
students to ' obtain the best
education offerable from the
present Trinity College Faculty
and Staff. The decision I am
referring to is, of course, the
dismissal
of
ASSOCIATE
COLLEGE COUNSELOR AND
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
PSYCHOLOGY, PROFESSOR
RANDOLPH M. LEE.
In posing such an argument, one
must bear in mind that Lee's
dismissal by Pres. Lockwood and
Vice-Pres. Smith was carried out in
a manner which: 1) did not fully
involve the Committee on Administration in .the decision-making
process. The Committee's function
as stated in the February 26th
edition of The Trinity TrIpod is to
"review and advise oh decisions
involving administrative structures
specifically involving changes in or
.additions to the existing administrative structure (and) to
review and advise on decisions
. regarding administrative personnel." 2) Violated the Trinity
College Faculty's statement on
"The Purpose of a Trinity
Education" (as stated in the 197980 catalogue issue of The Trinity
College Bulletin) which reads:
"A Trinity Education is designed
to give students that kind of un-jdgy&anding of human experience
^MHB$MMM|Mtb them for life* in a
free society. In order to do this, it
must help students to discover
those particular modes of learning
which will increase their awareness
of themselves and of their environment; it must enable them to
extend their knowledge within a
chosen discipline; and it must
encourage them to use the
knowledge which they gain to deal
responsibly with the problems of a
rapidly changing world. The
curriculum embodies these aspects
of a liberal education." Did President Theodore Lockwood's and Vice-President Thomas
A. Smith's decision actually not
fully involve the Committee on
Administration in the decision

making process? Committee
member and professor of Religion
John Gettier'had this to say in the
February 26th issue of The Trinity
Tripod, "Officially I have not even
heard of the decision yet. The
possibility of making cuts was put
before our Committee at our last
meeting in December. We were led
to believe that there would be more
discussion before a decision could
be made. We were caught'a little
by surprise." From Professor
Gettier's statement here it would
seem crystal clear that this
Committee was at best only
partially consulted in the mere
possibility of making cuts.
Ironically, Vice President
Smith's justification of whether of
nor the Committee had been
consulted in the decision fully
concurs with Prof. Gettier's
statement. Smith states that, "This
group met with me to discuss an
evaluation of the service (counseling). I did not realize at the time
, that it was the mission of the
Committee to advise on the policy
of retrenchment." Smith, by stating
that he did not realize that the
Committee should be involved in
the decision-making process, has
denied their function and role at
this college. For the Vice-President
not to be aware of the Committee's
role in matters of such high administrative concern, as the
dismissal or reviewing of a
professor's role, the Trinity
Community must severely question
the competence of Smith's ability
to carry out decisions which
enhance our education process.
At this point I think we should
remind Mr. Smith of the words of
Thomas Jefferson in 1807:
"When a man assumes a public
trust, he should consider himself as
public property."
Thus, by the community
acknowledging that Mr. Smith is
indeed the Vice-President, it is not
only our right but our obligation to
scrutinize his actions and channel
our views accordingly.
Unfortunately, Smith's ^denial of
the true worth of the Committee
on1 Administration is only a minor
role in this wanton act of
bureaucracy. The severest charge
is that together the Administration
has inadvertantly showed by firing
Lee that their view of what an

education means does not concur Coffeehouse, and inter-fraternity Undoubtedly as Dean Winer
with the faculty's statement on council as well as a probe into the xnows, this move will put an addistill untapped potentials of the tional and unneeded burden on his
education.
By the proposed firing o> SGA and the partial improvement and the faculty's shoulders. .Their.
Professor Lee, the Administration of the minority situation, we are inadequencies in this area need not
has shown that they are: 1) willing still only left with the beginnings of be brought into the spotlight if the
to ignore results of a recent survey communal change. These are • administration pursues a careful
on the use of the Counseling center positive^strides which.I am proud reconsideration of the case.
which gave no results that a staffing that Trinity has finally had the
At this point I believe that
:
change was imminent or desired; 2) courage to take.
willing to eliminate a 24-hour, 7Unfortunately, however, the faculty and students alike should
day a week hotline which presently recent announcement of the ask themselves, "How should we
has the potential to solve many Administration to terminate the respond to quotes from our adproblems ranging from life and career of a dedicated psychological ministration like these?" The
death situations to minor mental counselor who has given eleven answers might be found in the
qualms; 3) willing to discard four years of enthusiastic support and words of Thomas Jefferson from
years of effort by the Ad- expertise to the Trinity Community 1820:
-"I know no safe depository of;!n. • i
ministration and Dr. George comes not only as Lee terms it
Higgins, College Counselor and "kind of a slap" but another in a ultimate powers of the socieu ni'n
i
Professor of Psychology, towards long list of questionable arid the people themselves; anil il »'r
:
working for a well balanced and condescending decisions over the think them not enlightened enough
\
always available counseling center past years which have concerned to exercise their control with ;i
;
and 4) willing to eliminate a such issues as tenure, houstag, the wholesome discretion, the remedy
•
counseling service which 4 u e t° education dept, and the Cinestudio is not'to take it from them, but to
,
increasing social, academic and debate. I say "questionable" and inform their discretion."
career pressures of today is condescending, since the final
Hopefully, then, through the
:
probably one of the .more im- decisions on these issues have been reports in the Tripod and through
portant forms of health-education consistently handed down by the word of mouth, most of this
offered at Trinity today;
Administration to the community campus has been informed of the
The Editorial in this past weeks' while excluding the true voice of proposed firing of Professor
Tripod puts it quite succinctly the people whom it affecfts (faculty Randolph Lee. It is now up to us to
organize ourselves and put on the
when it • says that, "The virtual and students alike).
yoke
of responsibility which this
elimination of the- Counseling
In the past Vice President Smith
Center signals a significant decline has stated (in reg; 'd to the crisis-ridden situation deserves.
in the .educational opportunities Cinestudio and housing is.Mies) that Only through petitions, properly
offered to students at Trinity." At "when the Administration needs channeled anger ami well
;
last I am able to present you with beneficial input, they ask for it." organized public opinion will our
Administration
realize
that
they
i
the contradiction in terminology My question is why must they turn
their
own . ;
regarding what an education at a deaf ear on a healthy d.ose of have imposed
Afghanistan
on
us.
Trinity College truly means.
constructive criticism?
I sincerely hope that we as
While the statement from the
In a similar situation concerning
Faculty, which I rendered earlier a resignation of the head of student faculty and students alike can
supports such qualities in services two years ago, students prove false the one disturbing
education as "the understanding of were not consulted when the I1 quote from President Lockwood's
human experience and awareness decision was made to refill this speech on September 7th, 1978:
of students' selves and their en- position, and likewise' said Smith, ' "As conservative institutions,
vironment", the qualities which "no consultation was called for in colleges do not handle change
easily, for a number of reasons.
President Lockwood and Vice- this matter either."
First,
students, when persuaded
President Smith have expounded
Now, once again, there is the
upon in the past are of a con- opportunity to say, "No" to that something should happen,
tradictory nature.
Retrenchment (or as Webster 'have a short-term perspective.
Beginning with President Lock- defines "the reduction, curtailment Faculty and administrators are
wood, we need only to look back a or cutting down of one's operating likely to take a long-range view."
The generalization by President
year and a half ago to his con- expenses") at the cost of losing a
vocation speech which was valuable asset to our college. While Lockwood that students have a
perspective
in
delivered on the main quad on I realize Trinity has had to reduce short-term
Thursday, September 7, 1978. At costs "There must be" as The educational matters- should not
that time our president addressed Tripod editorial stated last week, necessarily have to hold water in the entire Trinity community on "other administration positions this issue. We as students know the
* two of the more prevalent concerns that could be elimiated or at least facts concerning the past 11-year
career of Professor Randolph M.
of the time which were the in- reduced to part-time status."
stitutional changes which were
In the most recent an- Lee. He has as those students
anticipated in the future at Trinity nouncement of Professor Lee'S surveyed have testified, been as
and the general state of the proposed dismissal, Vice-President) equally utilized as Higgins, has
curriculum. In regard to the Smith defined his interpretation of displayed a noteworthy perprogram of general - education the true function of a college in- formance and has acted as a
offered here at Trinity he main- stitution by saying that the strength welcome alternative if students
tained that while "we need to make of the institution dbes not arise desired hi's counseling over
some changes, I am not convinced from its student services. "If the; Higgins'.
that we need a new program of institution is going to provide what
Therefore, with this eleven-year
general
education." President it's student services. "If the in- career in jeopardy, I plead with the
Lockwood continued by stating stitution is going to provide what- Trinity Community to show the
that, "A first step is to reassert the it's suppose to provide, then it will administration that WE WILL NOT
validity of the rational, truth- concentrate ori the academic." TOLERATE another blindly
seeking mission of our academic This narrow minded scope of the bureaucratical decision which
programs ... Any discipline that ' purpose of a Trinity Education is a eliminates us from the decisiondoes not achieve some un- vivid contrast to what the faculty making process. I challenge those
derstanding of the moral and social' and President Lockwood have of you who are concerned or want
issues before us will not survive previously suggested it should be. to be with the words of Thomas
long".
Dean Winer, too, has un- Jefferson in 1787:
"The basis of our government
With these quotes, I believe that fortunately joined in to underscore
our president was acutely aware of Smith's rationale by stating that "he being the opinion of the people, the
the true meaning of what an does not feel slighted" and that very first object should be to-keep
education means here at Trinity, "higgins will still be able to deal that right; and were it left to me to
As I left at the conclusion of the with the critical cases. Those less decide whether we should have a
speech that day, I realized that the critical will not be seen or not seen government without newspapers or
president had also been quite as fast." Why must we sacrifice newspapers without government, I
realistic when he had stated, "At ' such an important facet of our should not hesitate a moment to
Trinity we have not fulfilled our v educational process by writing it prefer the latter."
potential as a community. Our off as less important to the "STUDENTS AND FACULTY,
progress here, now, is within our ULTIMATE IMPORTANCE OF PLEASE
SUPPORT
THIS
collective power to shape."
THE STUDENT SERVICES CAUSE! IF YOU DON'T IT WILL
Even now, one and a half years •AREA?" F.rankly, I am amazed UNDOUBTEDLY OCCUR
, v
.
later Trinity is still in the early that a qualified psychologist as AGAIN!
There will be an organizational
States of a metamorphysis con- Dean Winer could make such a
cerning the fulfillment of our statement when the effective and meeting at 4:00, p.in. this Tuesday,
March 4th, in the Cave to discuss
potential as a community. With the
recent establishment of such proper counseling of students has this matter and proposed action. I
'orgaiii'4HtioA5 as CHAT, the now been thrown into jeopardy! hope people will attend!
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Commentary
Anderson's Gas Tax: It's No Panacea
• byBittAdler
The diligent campaign efforts of
a number of Trinity students have
familiarized many on this campus
with the name John Anderson.
Anderson is generally associated
with" his radical energy policy, the
crux of which is a 50 cents a gallon
gas tax at the pump. This measure
has been praised as a measure
necessary to curb gasoline consumption and thus reduce the
United States' dependence on
foreign oil. It is evident that' this
nation must conserve energy, but
the price of this policy may be too
great.
Inflation plagued this country
last year with a rate of 13%, If it
Continues at its present January
rate,.this figure could be 18% by
the end *of 1980. Anderson's
proposed gas tax will contribute
° significantly to the present rate of
inflation in ways which are not
• readily apparent.
The connection between the.
proposed gas tax and inflation
manifests itself in the transportation of goods.' According to
Al Aldrich of the Motor Transport
Association of Connecticut, close
to 100 % of all goods shipped in this
state are shipped by truck. Approximately 90% of all goods
shipped interstate from Connecticut to other states go by truck.
Both these figures are close approximations of state and national
averages.
Mr. Aldrich
distinguished
between private carriers and
common carriers. Trucks owned by
companies such as Sears who ship
their own goods fali under the
private carrier category. Common
carriers are trucks whose business
it is to carry -goods for other
companies.
• Common carriers are subject to
Interstate Commerce Commission
(ICC)' regulation. The ICC controls rates charged by trucking
companies. It also determines the
percentage surcharge rate which is
added to the cost of "shipment of
each truckload of goods to
compensate.for the recent rise in
fuel prices. This surcharge is now
12.5% for a truckload shipment, a
truck filled to legal capacity. 2.2%
of the flat shipping rate is added to

the total shipping cost for trucks
not filled to capacity. Loads less
than truckload capacity (LTL)
constitute the bulk of truck
shipments.
y

v

If one adds a 50 cents per gallon
tax onto the current estimated
price of $1.20 a gallon, the ICC
regulated surcharge rate would
automatically climb from 12.5% to
25% for truckload shipments, and
from 2.2% to 4.5% for LTL
shipments. With another 12.5%
increase in gas prices this year, the
surcharge • would inflate accordingly to 37% for truckload
shipments and to 6.7% for LTL
shipments.
This increase in costs would be
passed on to the distributor and
eventually to the consumer. All
commodity prices, and especially
food prices, would be adversely
affected by the swelling surcharges.
The price of home heating oil does
not escape this 50 cent tax since it
is delivered by truck.
Why not turn to the railroads for
help? According to Mr. Aldrich,
roughly 70% of all American
communities have no functional
rail service. Also, in 1978 Conrail
grossed only $11 million as
compared with $2.3 billion grossed
by the trucking industry. Conrail
has no present plans to expand its
operation.
The shipment of goods by train is
only more cost efficient lhan
shipment by truck, according to
Aldrich, when freight is shipped on
long hauls in bulk across the
country. Even then it must be
loaded and unloaded by trucks to
get the goods to the stores' doors,
Anderson's 50 cent tax would, no
doubt, decrease America's consumption of gasoline. Is this really
necessary, however, since gas
prices are estimated to climb on
their own by 30 to 50 cents a gallon
by the end of 1980? The a'verage
driver may be able to handle this
increase by cutting back on the use
of the car. Trucking companies
have no choice but to charge the
increased prices which' will be
passed on to the consumer.
Under Anderson's plan, social
security payments will be reduced

Letters
cont. from p. 6
grant proposals, to attend committee meetings or to do research, still
others use it to visit libraries and
other institutions. Indeed, 1 might
point out that almost all faculty
members I know use "vacation"
periods also for the academic and
administrative purposes I mentioned above.
Sincerely,
Karl Haberlandt
Assoc. Prof, of Psychology

A Pacifist
To the Editor:
Reading your article on my class
in the Tripod (February 12, 1980), I
was startled to find that my words
•appeared so bellicose.
Being a pacifist, as I have been
for 20 years, 1 neither speak nor
teach in the • terms you have
attributed to me. I assume that

your writer did her best to
paraphrase my words, perhaps as
relayed to her by a third party. It is
too bad that she didn't have a
chance to do an interview with me.
It is true that I would like to see
some serious societal changes in
our nation. To speak of "uprooting,
the social order," however,- and
"purging it" of all those elements I
dislike, is simply not my style. The
harsh Stalinist ring is unmistakable
in this vocabulary. It is precisely
the' kind of protest language which
is certain to alienate all responsible
change-agents,
1 have no wish to '.'uproot"
anything. And — so far as purges
are concerned — those which were
carried out by the Soviet Union
under Stalin's power were surely
sufficknt evil for one century.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Kuzol

from 6.13% of one's paycheck to
3.065%. Will this resulting 3.065%
increase in the wage earner's
disposable income compensate for
an estimated 75% increase in
gasoline prices by 1980's end even
with consumer conservation? Will
it also take care of the inevitable
increase in the prices of food and
home heating fuel which few can
do without? Will the increased

insecurity of businesses as a result
of the higher inflation rate further
cripple this nation's economy?
The negative consequence of
Anderson's energy policy may
outweigh its benefits. Rather than
taxing an already rapidly inflating
gasoline price, Anderson and the
other candidates should focus
more directly on solutions that will
possibly free us from the grip of

OPEC. The use of coal as an immediate energy alternative and the
improvement of mass transportation in the longer run are
rarely mentioned at any length by
our presidential hopefuls, Maybe if
the energy issue was more seriously
considered by some of the candidates, the voter would have a less
difficult time distinguishing between them.

It's A Wrong Decision
decision-making process. Although
Smith made this decision "in
conjunction
with
President
Theodore D. Lockwood" (Tripod,
February 26), the fact that the
Committee on Administration was
not fully consulted is abominable.
Although we are all aware that
most decisions are made by people
holding "positions of power" at
Trinity, it is necessary to remember
that committees are formed to
maintain a system of checks and
balances
and
to
prevent
authoritarianism. I will requote
from the above Tripod the duties of
the Committee on Administration:
"to review and advise on decisions
involving administrative structure,
specifically involving changes in or
additions to the exisitng administrative structure (and) to
review and advise on decisions re
administrative personnel.' " It
seems both appropriate and
necessary for the Committee to
"review and advise" on a decision
which involves a fifty to sbrty^even
precent reduction in the Counseling staff.
I sympathize with the fact that
Vice President Smith must make
difficult decisions with respect to
staff reductions. But I also feel that
cautious judgment should be
exercised in decisions which could
radically affect the emotional wellbeing of students. I think that
consultation with the Counseling
Center would be appropriate to
gain a more thorough understanding of the implications of
My anger also stems from the such a reduction in its services.

by Debbie Mapes
I am infuriated about Vice
President Smith's decision to
dismiss Randy Lee and to eliminate
the position of Associate College
Counselor..I feel this decision is
wrong for many reasons. Primarily,
Smith has underestimated the
importance of the Counseling
Center to Trinity students, College
life produces serious academic and
social pressures for many students.
I can verify this from both my own
experiences and those of many
acquaintances and close friends.
These pressures often result in
emotional problems which cannot
be remedied through talking with
friends, RAs or academic advisors.
Although Dean of Students David
Winer is well-qualifed for dealing
with these problems, he cannot be
expected, to act as a college
counselor in light of his many
other responsibilities. Many
students need to and should be
encouraged - t o talk with a
professional psychologist.
The elimination of the Associate
College Counselor also means the
loss of a counseling intern. Not
only will it be impossible for one
college counselor to meet the
psychological needs of a -college
campus with 1800 students, but
students should also have a choice
of counselors. As mentioned in the
Tripod editorial of February 26, a
Counseling Center with ortly one
professional counselor is "hardly
an acceptable situation."

College Counselor George Higgins
remarked that it will not be
possible to meet the job .
description for the college
counselor. This description \vns
determined after four years of
work by members of Tire Administration in conjunction with
Higgins, We must not dismiss so
quickly the recommendations for
what a college counseling service
should provide.
Furthermore, 1 am dismayed by
Smith's
references
to
the
inevitability of the decision to fire
Lee and eliminate his position: " 'I
don't like decisions which linger,particularly when you are talking
about a foregone conclusion.'"
Smith ignores the fact that for
every decision which is made, there
are numerous alternatives, No
decision is inevitable. The College
called for a reduction in administrative staff; this is not
synonymous with a reduction in
counseling staff, '
fii Linda Scott's re^ttWw»v«v «#
alcohol

.ihiisc.

".''>%

CJ[
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respondents .ulnuttcil that tl\eir
drinking interfered with their
studies and exams" (Tripod,
February 19). Alcohol abuse is just
one way in which students respond
to the pressures they faefc. When
we open our eyes to the fact that
academic and social pressures are
real and serious concerns, how can
we eliminate services which are
essential in enhancing and
protecting the emotional health of
students?

Conservative, Moderate, Liberal:
Republican Candidates Differ
cont. from p. 4
As a speaker, Crane gives the
month is uncertain at the moment, impression that there is a great
but according to recent straw polls deal of thinking behind his ideas.
taken, it does not appear as if he He is a dynamic orator who is able
will do any better here than he has to defend his position in a cool and
in the other states which have held calm manner.
their caucuses and primaries.
He is considered at this point to
Philip Crane, a Representative be a long shot in most states. He
from Illinois, has been pulling in was able to pick up several votes in
about the same percentage in the New Hampshire, but how well he
caucuses as Connally. In the New will do in other primaries is
Hampshire primary, he received questionable at best. He will
two percent of the vote. Unlike his probably be able to pick up a few
fellow Congressman, John Ander- percent of the vote in the primary
son, Crane is a staunch conserva- states, but the chances of him
tive who believes that the less picking up enough to be considered
government there Is, the better off a close candidate arc virtually
nonexistent.
the country will be.
'Like Connally, Crane believes , At the bottom of the Republican
that government should stay out of candidate list lies Robert Dole.
business, and especially the energy Senator from Kansas. Dole is
business. At present, Crane favors well-known in the Washington
the deregulation of oil prices and establishment and is a verv highly
natural gas prices and is opposed to regarded legislator within the Senthe President's proposal for a ate, His popularity became known
windfall profits tax on crude oil.
to the populace through his being
Crane would like to see the the vice presidential nominee for
United States have a free market- the Republican party in 1976.
place in which business is left up to
Even though he was the nomibusiness. He feels that government nee, he has had a lot of problems
regulation has only led to bureau- with recognition and management
cratic tangles and economic prob- of his campaign. His problems with
lems within industry as a whole and recognition siem from the fact that
that this can oniv be s^ii^died by he tends to be vague on the issues.
allowing business So exist in a iWe Many Republicans have found that
marketplace.
he does, not take strong positions on

many issues and that he is not as
outspoken as he should be.
Dole was only able to capture
one-half percent of the vote in the
primary held in New^ Hampshire
last week. It is very likely that Dole
will be pulling out of the race
within a short period of time. The
chances of his being able to capture
enough votes, and to have enough
money to support the furthering of
his campaign are slim.
Dole Is basically conservative on
the issues. Dole has opposed the
SALT II agreements from the
beginning. He would also like to
see stronger defense, and feels that
the country should have a panel to
study defense needs for the rest of
the century.
Which of the six main candidates
will receive the nomination is still
up in the air. A number of factors
will have to arise in the coming
months before a winner can be
hailed. Will any of the four bottom
candidates drop out? If so, will they
drop out before or after the
primaries c«ming up in Pennsylvania and Illinois? These are just
two questions of what could be
hundred"- that must be answered
before - j-.-esidensial nominee will
emerge from the Republican party.
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Announcements
Calendar
Tuesday
Assertiveness Workshop
An assertiveness workshop will be held today at 4 PM in Wean
Lounge. Techniques to become more skillfully assertive in the
classroom, in the workplace and in social situations will be covered.
Both students and staff are encouraged to attend. Cosponsored by
the Women's Center and Career Counseling.

Gertrude Stem Film
The film, "Gertrude Stein: When This You See, Remember M e "
will be shown in McCook Auditorium tonight at §:15 p.m. The one
and.a half hour film is cosponsored by the American Women's
Fiction class (English Department) and the Women's Center. All
are invited,
.
'
,

Kennedy Meeting
Trinity Students for Kennedy will hold a meeting today at 7:00
p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. Topics to be discussed include campus
organizing for the Connecticut Democratic Primary~on March 25.
For further information contact Bruce Johnson 246-0395, Box 1786.

Wednesday
Barbieri Center/Rome Campus
On Wednesday, March 5, at 7:00 p.m., a short informal meeting
will be held in the Alumni Lounge for those students who would like
information about Trinity's program in Rome. Dr. Campo, the
director, and students who were enrolled in the fall of 1979 will be
there to answer questions. Slides will be shown.
Students at Trinity may now apply for participation in the Barbieri
94*&$teQB& £%,«im*~$P>&»!* * » the fall semester 1980.
information aarid application materials are available from the
Information
secretary in the IDP office at 76 Vernon Street. Please apply as early
as possible; the deadline is April 8, 1980.

Watkinson Jazz Speaker
George Malcolm-Smith will be the speaker at the Watkinson
Library/Trinity Library Associates Open House on Wednesday,
March 5,1980 in the Watkinson Library at 8:00 p.m. The title of his
talk, which will include musical illustrations, is "Jazz: your music
and mine."
Following the talk, there will be a reception.

Thursday
Physics Seminar
Physics Seminar, Thursday, March 6, at 4:00 p.m. McCook
Math-Physics, room 203. Dr. Lina Nakhimovsky of Colgate
University will speak on "Hypochromy in Molecular Crystals-and
Aggregates."

Alcohoi Survey
—An. informal discussion on the results of last semester's "Alcohol
Survey" will be held on Thursday, March 6 at 7:00 in the Alumni
Lounge. Anyone interested in alcohol use and abuse is encouraged
to attend.

Friday

CLUB-T

The Student Government Planning Board will'host CLUB-T on
Friday, March 7th in the Washington Room. This year CLUB-T is
featuring hypnotist Russ Burgess and the Stompers, a four-man,
Boston-based band. Beginning at 8:00 p.m. (doors open at 7:30
-p.m.), there will be dancing and the attire is semi-formal. Tickets
are available in advance at the BookstQre for $2, or may be
purchased at the door for $3.

Tutors Heeded
k

The Trinity Tutoring Program
needs students to tutor one hour a
week in math or reading at the
McDonough Elementary School, a
five; minute walk from campus.

School is open from 9:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. Monday-Friday and
tutors may select the time period
suitable for them. If interested,
please contact Maria Jo Shcultz,
Box,1776. ,,,

Seniors...
Any seniors who wish to be a
Class Agent or to join the Class Gift
Committee, please contact Deborah Sikkel in the Development
Office; William Memorial, ext. 235.

Gay SupportWant to talk about being gay?
Unsure of your sexuality? Want to
meet other gay men and women?
Write Eros. The Trinity Support
Group for gay persons. Box 1373
c/o Eros. All replies kept confidential. ' 'The important thing is to find
out who you love."

Women's Center
Library
The Women's Center is pleased
to announce that their library is
now completely catalogued and
reorganized. If you are particularly
" interested in women's issues, the
Women's Center has a fine array of
books on such subjects as history,
sociology, literary criticism, women's studies, and much more.
The library also contains a good
selection of novels, poetry, and
biographies. Books and magazines
are available for your use and may
be borrowed for two weeks. Come
up to the third floor of Mather and
, browse around. The Center is open
daily, (including Saturday and
Sunday), from 1 to 5 PM and
Sunday-through Thursday, 7 to 10
PM.

Music Exhibition
Billings to Joplin: popular mnslc
in 19th century America; an
exhibition of books, - manuscript
copybooks, sheet music and concert programs will be on displaj
from March to May, 1980 in the
Watkinson Library, Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut 06106.
A free descriptive catalogue of
" the exhibitions is available upon
request.

Study Abroad
Students are invited to make use
of the following information meetings on study abroad in order to
gain information about foreign
study for next year or subsequent
years:
Wednesday, 5 March, 1:30 p.m.
Alumni Lounge-Mather Hall Thursday, 13 March, 10:00 a.m.
Alumni Lounge-Mather Hall
Tuesday, 18 March, 9:00 a.m.
Alumni Lounge-Mather Hall

American Studies
Sophomores interested in the
American Studies major who have
not yet conferred with Professor
Eugene Leach are urged to contact
him no later than March 14.
Sophomores who fail to register
their interest in American Studies
by March 14 may be denied the
opportunity to declare the American Studies major later this spring.
Professor Leach has office hours on
Tuesday, 10:30-12, arid Wednesday, 1:30-3:00, and welcomes calls
to set up appointments for other
times. Preliminary freshman inquiries about American Studies are
also invited.

Political Debates

British Exchange

The beginning-of March is the
All those interested in any of the "final time to apply to study at the
Presidential candidates, there will London School fo Economics or at
be a debate between Trinity the University of East Anglia
students representing the candi- through the Trinity exchange next i
dates on either Tuesday, March 18 year. Please obtain information in
or Wednesday, March 19 for the the Office of Foreign Study AdvisDemocrats, and Thursday, March ing, Williams 210E.
20 for the Republicans. We still
need representatives for Connolly,
Baker, Brown, Crane and Dole. I f
you are interested in any of these
candidates, or in the others, or if
you want to help work on the
debate, contact Tom Hefferon at
"What is Women's History?" A
Box 639; 524-5383.
panel discussion with Irene Brown,
Director of Women's Studies and
Professor of History, University of
Connecticut; Elizabeth Kincaid-Ehlers, Assistant Professsor of English; Alice O'Connor, '80; Johnerta
Richards, Professor of History and
Intercultural Studies; and J. RonStudents tentatively or definitely ald Spencer, Lecturer in History
proposing to study abroad during Wednesday, March 5, at 4:00 p;m.,
the Christmas Term (fall), 1980 or in Hamlin Hall. The Panel will
the full academic year 1980-81 discuss various theoretical and
should send their applications to practical issues relatjng to the field
their prospective programs no later of Women's History, as well as its
than 15 March 1980. Please be sure implications for more tradtional
that you have notified Mr. Wins- ways of approaching the past.
"Researching Women's Lives"
low, Coordinator of Foreign Study
Advising. If you have sent a A student colloquium; Thursday,
program-application which he has March 6, at 4:15 p.m., i n Alumni
not had to sign. He needs to be Lounge, Mather Hall. A group of
students will discuss the original
aware of all applications sent.
The reason for the 15 March research they have done on wodeadline is so that you will be able men. Brief presentations will cen- j
to notify Trinity by 15 April 1980 ter on the problems and possibiliabout your definite plans for next ties unique to the study of women, !
fall. This is necessary so that the as well as the more general !
Admissions Office can adjust the challenge* of working with primary |
size of the entering transfer or resources. Questions and com- \
freshmen class on the basis of ments from the audience will help
expected enrollments of continuing to determine the direction of the
discussion.
students next fall.
"Peace.. Women'\and "Union
Maids" Two'films in celebration of
International Women's Day Saturday. March 8, at 2:30 p.m., in
McCook Auditorium. "Peace Women" is a CBS documentary of the
peace movement in Northern IreMr. James Potter, Senior Tutor land led by Betty Williams and
to General Course Students at the Mairead Corrigan, who won a '
London School of Economics and Nobel Peace Prize for their efforts, j
Political Science will be at Trinity (16 minutes) "Union Maids" is the j
on Saturday, 15 March 1980, to talk story of three women who were |
with those interested in studying at r#nk and file organizers in the |
LSE in the future. Please check struggle to form industrial unions I
• with the Office of Foreign Study during the 1930s and 1940s. (48
Advising (Williams 210E) on 12 or minutes)
13 March to ascertain the place and
"Looking at Women in History"
time of the meeting with Mr. An exhibit in the Library Lobby,
Potter. Mr. Potter should Have March 3 through March 21.
information concerning the new Drawing on selections of 19th and
one-term program at LSE through 20th century American history from
the Beaver College Center*"" for the Trinity College and Watkinson
Education Abroad as well as being Libraries, this exhibit will explore
ready to discuss the possibilities for topics and assumptions about
a full year's enrollment at LSE.
women in history.

Women's History
Week

Foreign Study
Deadline

LSE TaUc

ENDANGERED
SPECIES
The children of
Cambodia

The condemned people df
Cambodia await the final
tragedy, extinction. One
third of the population has
perished. The living face
death by starvation. And the
children are too weakio
cry. "Soon there won't-oe
any Cambodians left at
all," mourns an
exhausted refugee.

f

'Savetfie
Chi Wren.

Wtfstport, Connecticut
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Arts
Rudner Ensemble Happily Dances for Trinity
by Rachel Mann
The Sara Rudner Performance
acted, mimed, and danced in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center on Wednesday night. The
production was a culmination of
three days' of workshops, demonstrations, and lectures by Sara
Rudner, provided by Trinity's
Dance department, and the Dance
Perspectives.
This company works and travels
with grants from the Creative
Artists Public Service Program, the
New York State Council on the
Arts, and the National Endowment
for the Arts. The- quality of these
patrons indicates the innovation
and quality found in Sara Rudner,
The show, which consisted of three
pieces, was light, quick, and
optimistic. The obvious pleasure
the dancers displayed while on
stage was reflected in the audience's amicable reactions.
Her production, which lasted
approximately two hours, was an
enjoyable and refreshing respite
from,the rush and worry of the day.
Rudner's dancing is spontaneous
and fast-moving. There is never ;>
moment without something new to
see. If one looks away from the
stage for one minute, one is apt to

Sara Rudner, the choreographer and innovator of the Sara Rudner
Dance ensemble, poses, dances, and acts.

Elvis Costello Makes Waves

,by Valerie Goodman
Elvis Costello is, if anything, an
intriguing artist, Aside from the
talents of his fine band, he has a
unique songwriting ability. He
' appears to put more thought into
his lyrics than a lot of other New
Wave-style groups. These lyrics,
sung sometimes in a rapid, nonchalant manner belying their complexity, and at other times with an
intensity of emotion which is most
effective, present new aspects of
meaning every time you listen to
them.
Get Happy, Costello's fourth
album, is unusual in that it contains
twenty songs on one disk. Nick
Lowe, producer, has written a
statement on the jacket, reassuring
.us that'the fidelity of the sound is in
no way reduced by the inclusion of
more music. Several attentive
listenings have brought this reviewer to a qualified positive
judgment!. A brief summary of
developments in style will be
helpful in comparing this record to
the earlier ones. The most obvious
development since Costello's First

LEARN'
'.WILDERNESS

effort, My Aim Is True, has been
the increasing complexity of musical arrangements.
The first album was recorded
with a'b»nd called Clover, and the
relatively simple arrangements allowed Costello's voice to take the
spotlight. Since the Attractions
joined up with him, the trend has
been toward more complex backgrounds and sometimes (especially
on This Year's Model) experiments
with; electronic and synthesizer
effects, Armed Forces continued
this trend, yet managed to maintain concise, clearly identifiable
melodies. It seemed to some that
Costello's early anger and frustration had given way to a concern for
sellable singles; but beneath the
surface, the biting themes remained, sometimes covered up by
ironically cheerful tunes (i.e.,
"Oliver's Army").
.
A less widely known single,.
"Crawlin1 to the USA", released
last year (on the soundtrack of the
movie Amerlcathon), has proven to
be a precursor to the overall stylgof
the new album. The style, in

general, comes across as much
more complicated melodies and
instrumental backgrounds, and
lyrics often unintelligible to all but
the most careful listener.
Of couTse, Costello's vocals have
always been a little difficult to
understand, which one reviewer of
Armed Forces found added to the
enjoyment, since you could invent
your own idea of what the words
were. On this album, however, the
clarity of the words is noticeably
decreased, It seems that his voice,
more than on previous albums,
recedes into the background, and is
less distinct from it. At times the
background beat almost threatens
to drown out his voice. The use of
some old production techniques
(having to do with how the vocals
are tracked onto the rest of the
recording), may contribute to this
phenomenon. Of course, sung with
that edge of incomprehension, his
lyrics demand close attention.This is an album which requires
careful listening, it is true. But
even after an initial hearing,
several songs really stand out from

r

In the rugged mountains of Wyoming and Washington,
NOLS is teaching the
essential skills of
back<Quntry.
living.

On the
' Alaskan
arctic iimdra
and the grasslands
of Kenya. East Africa,
NOLS students are learning
the challenges of enjoying and
'preserving the wild lands of the earth.
For fifteen years THE NATIONAL
OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SCHOOL
has trained wilderness leaders for most
of the major outdoor programs in this
country. Today, the unique non-profit
educational tenter offers over 30 different backcountry courses which
range in length from 2 weeks to 3 '•;
months.
If you want to LEARN WILDERNESS
this summer send for your free copy o(
the 1180 NOLS catalogue of courses.

MAD MURPHY'S
UVE ENTERTAINMENT MGHTL Y
Tues., Mar. 4 - Bob Mel
Wed., Mar. 5 - Sammy Brown
_ Thurs., Mar. 6 - Northern Rhythm
Fri.-Sat., Mar. 7,8 - Max Creek

lose some choice movement. It is
both interesting and perhaps enlightening to note that the How of
the dance is not interrupted when
the viewer's attention leaves the
stage for a minute.
This quality can be attributed to
Rudner's technique, Her dances
center around a detailed analysis
and use of individual movements,
and/or combinations. Never once
in a set does this movement cea.se.
The choreography is a series of
poses and patterns which twine and
intertwine. "Palm Trees and Flamingoes," the last piece of the.
show, most clearly emphasized this
technique.
For instance, two of the dancers
casually started a pantomime of
waiter and waitress trying to tend
to a busy restaurant. Gradually, the
motions became les.s real and
defined. Their gestures slid from
exaggerated and absurd to solid
dance. However, they did not lose
the humor of the initial situation. A
tray becomes a spiraling device
and a trip-up is a graceful fall. The
dancers, as waiter and waitress,
dance around and past each other,
keeping one's eye constantly moving and amused.
This short dance also exhibits the
importance of placement in Rudner's technique. In the first set,
called "Modern Dances," there
are six people on stage at one time
and each one is dancing her own
patterns, arranging and rearranging them. This confusion of bodies
and movements on stage could
have been either boring or indigestible. However, the careful choice
of positioning helped avoid this
problem. By (he same token, a
short solo easily caught the audience's attention by the balance of
five bodies versus one, with the
five focusing their movements'
towards the soloist.

But besides the less obvious
techniques behind Kudncr's choreography are her showmanship. A
majority of die performance was
clone without music. Music is not
the key I" Rudner's style, nor is it
her crutch; rather, the movement
seems lo grow OIK of and even
creates the music as the dancers
would break the silence of. their
belabored breathing and sliding
jazz shoes will) an oLxa.sioiJaJ "6, 7,
8" to enhance the rhythm ot a step.
They even made their own musk
by clapping
patterns which
mingled and mixed just as their
dancing did.
When they did use music, the
ensemble showed iheir veratility by
dancing in a variety of styles. The
tides ranged from "Man Oh Man"
by the Persuasions to "Mozambique" by Bob Dylan, they also
tangoed in "Palm Trees and
Flamingoes."
A particularly unusual choice of
music was a composition by J.S.
Bach, which accompanied Rudner's solo. Most interesting was
her use of the music's dynamics in
her choreography. One does not
usually associate Bach with dance.
Rudner, though, interestingly and
effectively took the classical feel of
the music and worked it into the
moves and mood of her dance.
The performance did not end
with a bang or with a tangible
finish as was true of all three pieces
which the ensemble danced. 'I he
dancers would poetically, stroll on

stage and fade off '-s? i | ) ^ t » r W
reiiiiniseienl

ol

tlir

How

Poetry Announcement
There will be an Open House for poet Philip Levine Tuesday at 4
p.m. in the English Center. Thursday, March 6, 8:00 p.m.,
Garmany Hall, Levine will read from his contemporaries. Monday,
March 10, 8:00 Boyer Auditorium, Jacobs Life Science Center,
Levine will read from his own works, including translations.
the instrumental haze. One of the
best is "Motel Matches", in which
Costello's hostile criticism of a girl
is tempered by a sense that he is
jealous - he really does care. He
sings to her that boys are "falling
for you without a second look/Falling out ot your open pocketbook/
Falling for you like motel
matches".

The Costello trademark - ironic
double cntendres - is also present:
"Though your mind is full of love,
in your eyes there's a vacancy".
"Man Called Uncle" has that
superficial catchy tune combined
with lyrics like, "Look at the man
who you call uncle, having a heart
attack round your ankles".
On p.

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT-DAT-LSAT-GMAT-GRE
GRE PSYCH-GRE BIO-PCAT
OCAT-VAT-MAT-SAT-T0EFL
NMBU-ECFMG-FLEX-VQE
NDBI,n*NPBI»NLE
Flvxibl* Programs & Hour*

Sun., Mar. 9 True Seiievers

Biix
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1 A N D E R , V7YO 82520
or cull (307) 332-4381

OPEN LATE H O U R S
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Visit Any Center And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference
800 Silver Lane
EHartford, CT. 06118
{303) 568-7927

SDUCArtGNAl. CENTER
HS*

PHOAHATIOW

Wriifc: NOLS Dopt. J
P.O.
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ner's .siyle ami down-to-earth,
human appeal. It i.s doubtful that
the Sara Rudner Dance Ensemble
performs great dance; but it is
dance which is happy, hopeful, and
somewhat inspiring.

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223.1782
Centers fn Major US Cities. Toronto, Puerto R ft o and

Black Poets Find Their Voices
by Sarah lane Nelson
Students involved with Free
Spirit the black literary magazine,
save a reading of their works
Thursday night in Wean Lounge,
Free Spirit, published annually, is

language.
~
•.
Frances Borges, read-poems of a
personal nature. "Little Boy Ricky"
is a sympathetic piece about an
energetic child who goes to visit his
grandfather and inevitably tires the

He also read a work which dealt
quite relevantly with the frequently
posed question of why blacks at
Trinity don t fully assimilate
themselves with the community.
Said ^ ^ ^ f \ 2 l
"to '

^ P n three'hours orevious to the
wntten three hours prevwus to tne

not to be categorized was clever, as
^
her wo°k
e n t i t i e d "Wrong

bouyant performance of her poem
"What Is Black Womanhood?"

'twaku-Sintim-Misa was the first

Number."

Jwakuread the W « £ j £ •

person to read. His poems, written
b S s W r y , were concerned
with the oppressive situation in
S«nth Africa
His f £ work formed itself
arou d
electivemXphor* oi
the 'bent back' of the natives of
South Africa a back bent by a
politically alienating situation,
However this poem was not
without a tint of optimism.
T "v
H M / M P " (Cwaku

Patrice Ball, assoctate editor to
Free Spirit, read a poem from the
1978 issue of the literary magazine
in which she satirically and
honestly developed her idea that
"my faL introduces me before I
even speak."
Her protest against being judged
by the color of her skin is not a new
one. However, it was well worth
hearing due to the sophistication
with which she expressed her

i v 'A ,°h- ,£l\ ironic distortion" f eelin S-

Savs Pattice

'

' "A

bab

y

to

danced to it. This personally
choreographed performance was
delightfully ™°vattve.
•
The last person to read was
Editor Mark Miranda. He expressed the desire to do away with
the frequent affectations of
pretentious language. In describing
the surmounting insanity of people
preparing for exams, Mark used
the apt metaphor of sinking down
into the indistinct and weighty
floor

of t h e o c e a n

"

If M& W3S t h e

StficfSniX^S^. - y L i d - / Who should I Cliche of the drowning man, it was
I-

» m w, c narticularlv
Ts ^ a the c h ^ S i k e
• S o n o f 'You hide me. You
dltort me " Kwaku joyfuUy took
advantage of "the American
freedom of speech" in the reading
of a song/ poem in' his own
P
Powerf u

be?7 On, now I remember, I'm
black." •'
./•
Patrick Lyle read a poem inspired by the racial problems in his
home .town, Boston. He expressed
the wish to penetrate the obstacle
between people of a different race.

hardly recognizable.
AUhough the small number of
listeners d>d make far an easygoing atmosphere, it is regrettable
that there _ was not a larger
audience to here the valuable
things these poets had to say.
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Vietnam Explodes in an Apocalyptical Myth
of Joseph Conrad's "Heart of
\
by Nick Noble
Darkness." This is the motivating
The first thing to remember is
theme behind the entire picture,
that Apocalypse Now is a movie, or
and the focus of its final hour. But
if you prefer, a fi!m. It is at first a
it is also a war movie about
film the way a work of Van Gogh or
Vietnam, and this is the premise
Degas-is at first a painting, or a>
that moves the first two hours of
piece by Hemingway, or Fitzgerald
Apocalypse Now, and forms the
or Shakespeare or Miller (or even
focus of the first "of its two stories.
Conrad) is at first a written story, a
The war film, as a genre, is
book or a play. Whether it has a
usually not exclusive to a particular
message*or whether it makes a
war. Except for the thoughtful
statement is a secondary conPaths of Glory all the scripts of
sideration, for the success" of any
•First World War films share no
statement or message contained
exclusivity with that particular war.
within a work of art lies in the skill
Likewise film* about Vietnam
of the artist using his craft inhave, for the most part,- been
assimilating what he wants to say
'conventional war stories in a
into his work. In a film, no matter
"modern setting."
'
how important a • message or
Does
anyone
remember
the very
statement might be, if the director's
first
major
film
about
Vietnam?
It
handling of his artistic medium is
flawed or incongruous, then his
statement is likewise flawed and his
message similarly indiscernible.
Nobility of purpose does not
completely excuse, even partial
failure.
There is no denying the was The Green Berets with John
brilliance of Apocalypse Now. Wayne, and on top of being a bad
Francis Ford Coppolla is an ex- picture, it was too conventional a
cellent screenwriter (Academy war story for the sensibilities of a
Award for Patton, a film that nation shocked by the horrors in
revolutionized screen biographies), Southeast Asia. Vietnam movies
who has turned, his epic vision to were box office poison not because
writing and directing sweeping was was such a distasteful subject,
portraits of the Ainerican scene be because Hollywood could not
(The Godfather, Parts I & II). His reconcile their conventional war
talent .for blending fine per- movie format with the public's
formances from a veritable stock- conception of Vietnam. In a sense
company of actors (including the first truly sincere product of
Robert Duvall and Marlon Vietnam in the movies was not a
Brando), with fine photography,
fine scritping (by himself), and fine
music (by Carmine Coppolla) into
a single work has been proven in
both The Godfather and its sequel.
In attempting it for the third time,
he almost succeeds.. It takes two,
even three, viewings before the Vietnam picture at all, but a World,
film can be fully appreciated.
War Two film, The underrated Too
For the*<initial two-thirds of the Late The Hero with Cliff
film Coppolla is successful in Robertson and Michael Caine was
creating a moving, disturbing epic an attempt to criticize the horror of
that is both frighteningly realistic an impersonal war using the Pacific
• and hauntingly allegorical. But the- Theatre in 1944 as its foundation.
last hour of Apocalypse Now Vietnam was still too close to
defeats the promise of Coppolla's home.
epic premise, not because he fails
The film th,at broke those taboos
to get his point across, but because was Deer Hunter (for all its wellhe fails at the most basic level — as meaning effectiveness Coming
a craftsman: a filmmaker.
Home was still an updated The
Essentially, Apocalypse Now Best Years of Our Lives or better
fails because it is not a complete still, a modern The Men). Yet Deer
movie. It is, in fact, two films, two Hunter was still too pat and
stories: one about Martin Sheen, conventional, ultimately; for. a
the 'other about Marlon Brando. generation that required that their
Initially these two stories are in- Vietnam questions be answered,
tertwined — Sheen's Willard, beset their' anxieties! cured* the war
by his own anxieties brought'about condemned.
Apocalypse Now is an excellent
by the Irarsh realities of warfare in
Vietnam, being assigned to .con- Vietnam movie- More than exfront the surreality of Brando's cellent, in its first two hours it is a
great film, delivering Brando's
Kurtz.
* .• v\ :
message of' 'the horror" of war ten
The most effective moments of,
times more effectively than all the
this confrontation are. surprisingly
mystical moralizing at the film's
enough the impersonal ones — as
Willard listens to Kurtz's taped end does. "The horror" is once
ravings and reads his file, replete again captured in a brilliant closing
with personal
letters
arid credits sequence, but the damage
photographs. These moments has been done.
occur during the first story, an
Martin Sheen as Oaptain Willard
episodic telling of Wifla'rd's is first seen, opaquely over an
journey through a. war-torn opening sequence as chilling as it is
Vietnam. When the confrontation beautiful. As the young airborne
reaches the level of the personal, Captain permanently scarred by
when it should be at its most ef- the jungle war , Sheen does exfective and intense, Coppolla's tremely well. In the first two-thirds
confused scripting and heavy- • of the film he is primarily an obr
handed direction destroys the server, his expression-filled eyes
potential of this effect.
belying the expressionless mask he
/So the film's initial difficulty, and wears for a face.
• the origin of all its subsequent
There is a measure of humor in
problems, is its inherent duality. Sheen's performance . as an obThat this duality.also embodies the server. His performance is made all
film's genius is not surprising. the more effective by the few
Apocalypse Now is an adaptation moments during these first two

hours when he steps out of his
passive role and takes action. The
audience's amused reaction to his
resigned expression when he sits
back to enjoy the debacle of the
USOshow quickly turns to stunned
silence when he violently grabs the
supply Sergeant and when he takes
his gun to the wounded Vietnamese peasant woman.
Coppolla's
recreation
of
Vietnam as it was is superb. The
young men of the patrol boat are
the usual cross-section found in
war films, but they are a Vietnam
cross-section, and are beautifully
played. Especially fine performances come from Frederic
Forrest as Chef ("I was raised to be
a saucier") and Albert Hall as Chief
("Until we reach your destination,

frontation. One of the two major
problems with the last section of
the film is that this much anticipated confrontation never
really comes about.
The theme of degeneration,
which provides the plot impetus for
Apocalypse Now, remains not
incomplete but insufficient without
this confrontation. When we first
see Marlon Brando as Kurt/.,
emerging from the shadows,
questioning Willard, it looks as if
we're going to gel it. Brando is an
actor who can express tremendous
emotion with the movement of his
fingers, the tensing of his fist, a
turn of his mouth, an expression of
his eye, and above all with his
voice. He docs ull that in his first
.scene. He Is Colonel Walter V..

Indeed\ for the initial two-thirds of the
film he is successful in creating a moving,
Captain, you're just along for the Kurtz, driven to what he has beride.").
come by the insanity of war, "His
Along for the ride Sheen wit- mind is clear, his soul is mad," says
nesses the blood and carnage ot the photo-journalist of Kurtz, and
Vietnam, and recognizes its unreal that is what Brando plays.
quality. The conventions of war are
But Coppolla continues to tease
effectively parodied with realism, us, keeping Brando always in the
as Robert Duvall as blood-'n'-guts shadows, just beyond the viewers'
Colonel Killgord leads his airborne comprehension, The o.nly full
warriors to battle to the strains of figure shot of Brando we get is
"tilt Walkyrie" and the motto silhouetted in a doorway, and he
"Death From The Skies." These acts with his entire body, giving the
scenes are some of the best in the audience a sense ot hi& loneliness,
film, because they echo the as well as the promise for the

disturbing epic that is both frighteningly
realistic and hauntingly allegorical.
overblown sincerity of the attitude
that fostered The Green Beiets and
find it hollow. Coppolla has fun
with this, as his take-off at dawn
scene brings back haunting
memories of that genius of convention, John Ford, with the bugler
silhouetted against the sky as the
helicopters fly off in formation. "I
love the smell of napalm in the 1
morning," chortles a happy Duvall.
"It smells like victory." His last
words are: "Someday this war's
gonna end."
Apocalypse Now is a surreal
film. But it says time and again that
this surreality is not a product of
the filmmaker, but a natural
reaction of those frightened by the
reality. (Thus from Killgord, to the
supply depot and the USOshow, to
the bizarre, almost mystical scene
at the bridge, Coppolla shows us
the fantasies created by men trying
to cope with the truth that was
Vietnam.)
If there is any weakness in this
brilliant first part of the movie, it is
in some of the ridiculous platitudes
recited by the voice-over narrator:
"Charlie had only two ways home,
death or victory." Also the script at
times seems to force the "Heart of
Darkness" parallel, and one could .
hear English majors in the
audience straining to discern how
much was Joseph Conrad and how
much was John Milius and Francis
Ford Coppolla.
Qf the elusive Colonel Kurtz,
whom Willare has been sent to
find, Willard says: "The thing I felt
the most was the desire to confront
him." Much of this first portion of
the film has been devoted to
building up the image of Kurt/,
creating a heightened sense of
anticipation about this con-

performance that might have been.
It is Coppolla's script and
Coppolla's direction that do not
allow Brando to utilize his full
force1, and perhaps clarify the
unfulfilled murkiness of the film's
last hour.
The other problem with the last
part of the film is that it is too brief.
Martin Sheen is said to have
commented after the release of
Apocalypse Now that it was a
natural four-hour epic cut to three.
We never come to fully understand
exactly what kind of world Brando

has run ttwuy to and/ or made for
himself. That it is insanity we
realize, but it is a formalized,
ritualized insanity, needing to be
understood, as cun. be seen in the
almost ballet-like sequence where
both Kurty, and the cow
are
sacrificed.
The character who brings us
closest to this understanding is the
photo-journalist. Dennis Hopper,
who along with Duvall gives the
film's finest performance, plays the
photo-journalist ull hands and
voice and eyes, at a fever-pitch and
a break-neck pace that acts as
almost a Greek Chorus to Brando's
tragic giant.
(>u: has heard much criticism of
Brando in this part, as not living up
to expectations. Perhaps he does
not. Katharine Hepburn once said
(to Dick Cavett back in 1975) that
Marlon Brando was both the most
unlimited actor and the most
limited person she'd ever met.
Willard speaks an epitaph that,
could be Brando's when speaking
of Kurtz in the film: "He could
have gone for general, but he went
for himself instead." But at least
half the blame for Brando's failure
has to belong to Coppolla.
Vittorio Starraro's photography
in breathtaktngly beautiful, as is the
second unit work by Stephen
Burum. The musical score — the
original portions at il by C armine
desired. The director's USLM OT-TS^

Doors and Richard Wagner is,
however, .superlative.
Apocalypse Now makes its point
most effectively in the early part of
the first part of (he film. Early in
the picture, during Sheen's almost
comical briefing scene, the threestar general states: "Kurtz is
operating without restraint, totally
beyond the pale of any acceptable
human conduct." But as the patrol
boat carries Sheen through' the
madness of that which is acceptable, you begin to wonder, As
Willard says: "To be charged with
murder in this place is like handing
out speeding tickets at the Indy
500."
And that is the message of
Apocalypse Now, although flawed
by its uneven course: "the horror,"
the insanity of Vietnam.

Arts Calendar
MUSIC
Bach's Lunch: Trinity Chapel, March 7 at 12:30 p.m. Gail
Rehman, viola, Joseph DiMarino, harpsichord.
"Jazz: Your Music and Mine:" Lecture by George MalcomSmith, Watkinsoh Library, Weds. March 5, 8 p.m.
Folk-Legacy Spring Festival: Fri. and Sat., March 28, 29, First St.
Paul's Methodist Church. For information call 563-3263.
The Hartford Conservatory Nancy Cumin, harpsichordist, Sun.
March 9, 4:00 p.m. Admission is free,
Mta of La Manehai Thurs. thru Sun., March 6-9, Lincoln
Theatre, Univ. of Hartford. Thuts.-Sat, 8 p.m. and Sun. 2 p.m.
Reserve tickets at 243-4228,
Connecticut Opera; "The Merry Widow". March 7, 8 and 10, For
information call 527-0713.
THEATRE
Inherit the Wind by Lawrence and Lee: March 7-8 and March
13-15,8 p.m. and March 16, 2 p.m.. Goodwin Theatre. The Sunday
matinee will be preceded by a luncheon and lecture by Mr. J.
Ronald Spencer of Trinity's history department.
Jesters Tuesday Workahop Series; Robert Lanzner and his latest
original play March 7. All are welcome.
Long Wharf Theatre: The Caretaker by Harold Pinter, Jan.
29-April 20. Mary Barnes by David. Edgar. Feb. 14-March 23. All
shows Tues.-Fri. 8 p.m., Sats. 4 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Sundays 7:30
p.m. Wed. and Sun. matinees 2 p.m. Call 787-4282.
ART
Wadsworth Atheneum Museums "A Salute to Women in Art".
March 8-15.
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BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Ashe To Speak

Women's Hoop Awards
Gindy Higgins, Captain of this year's Women's
Basketball team, was named the squad's Most
Valuable Player for the second year in a row. She
set a record while leading the team with 197
rebounds, and scored 202 points. She is Trinity's
all-time career high-scorer. /Freshman Terry
Johnson, who came on strong late in "the season
with some double-figure games, was named
Most Improved Player of the year.
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4th Quarter
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March 3 - March 7
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The Men's Varsity Squash team competed in
the Nationals at UPenh last weekend. Complete
results will be published in next week's TRIPOD.
The Men's Swimming team lost their last
regular-season meet to an awe-inspiring Tufts
team last Thursday. This weekend, the men will
take part in the New Englands.

are

.••"My parents help pay my college tuition, and I also work part-time. Bui
last year I realized I might not have enough money to continue my education.
"Then I found out about the Middle Income Student Assistance Act.
It provides more aid than ever before for education after high school.
"I applied and found out that I waseligible for a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG/. You should also apply to see if you qualify for BEOG
k or one of the other programs available to almost all
students enrolled in colleges or technical schools.
"If you'd like to get more education and
need study money, do what I did. Write to
Box 84, Washington, B.C. 20044 and ask ..
for a free booklet. It's called "A Student
Consumer's Guide to Six Federal Finan- _
cial Aid Programs!' Then get in touch
with the counselor or financial aid adminlstiatdr in the school of your choice for
help in applying. (And be sure to complete the forms carefully so you will be
eligible for the help you need!)
"Remember: If you want education
after high school and need financial
assistance to get it,""IT'S TIME TO
APPLY YOURSELF."
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Writers Wanted
Writers for the spring season are desperately
needed. Anyone interested in covering Women's
Lacrosse, Women's Softball, Men's Golf, Lacrosse, Tennis and JV Baseball, and Crew and
Track should get in touch with Nancy Lucas at
Box 1175.
:
Also, the position of Assistant Sports Editor is
available to anyone interested. Responsibilities
would include editing, typing and lay out.

PHONE 547-O263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
JOHN W. DULKA, PROP,

2 1 9N E W

BRITAIN AVE.

HARTFORD,CONN,

(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)

PRATT & WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT GROUP
A division of

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

will be
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Arthur Ashe, third-highest
money winner in tennis history, will
be speaking at .Trinity on Friday,
March 7, on "Careers in Business",
(lie presentation will'be held at 10
AM in Wean Lounge, with an
introduction by Director of Career
C. ounseling Christopher Shinkman.
A. questiOTTand answer, period will
follow the lecture,
Ashe, who received a degree in
Business Administration 'from
I 'CLA in 1966, has won nearly
every major tennis champship,
including. Forest Hills and Wimbledon. Off the courts, however,
"* *\she spends most of his time
pursuing interests in business,
writing, charities and maintaining
his physical condition.

Washington Legislative
Internship Program
If you're a junior or senior with at least a 3.0 average, you
may be able to spend thefall, on Capitol Hill earning 16
credits and learning what practical politics is all about.
You'll work with members of Congress, government agencies,
and perhaps see Washington—arid yourself—in a totally different light. ' >
Filing deadline is April 1. To apply, or for (further
information, call (617) 353-2408, or write:
Boston University Washington Legislative Internship Program,
College of Liberal Arts-Room 302, 725 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215.

Boston University
is an equal opportunity institution.

CAMPUS
MARCH 11,1980 _
to interview candidates
for attractive opportunities
in HIGH TECHNOLOGY
Consult ydur Placement Office
•fordegree'and'field of study
requirements

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Men's Basketball Wrap-Up: "Growin' Up"
by Anthony Fbchettl
The '79-80- Varsity Basketball
team season might be accurately be
described as "Growin' Up". The
Baby Bants of last year haven't
totally reached maturity yet, but
definite strides have been made by
the group of freshmen and
sophomores, who recently compiled a 16-7 season. Among the
. highlights of this banner year were
the team's historic trip to Cuba,
two four-game winning streaks, a
pair of victories over UHart, and a .
late season binge that saw the team
win eight of its final ten games.
The campaign commenced way
back on December 1, as the
Bantams defeated a tough St.'
Joseph's team and thereby opened
this new era of Trinity basketball
with a flourish. The game -was a
microcosm of the season to come,
as talented freshmen Pat Sclafani
and Dave Wynter unveiled their
varied repertoires of moves and

shots, while standout veterans Carl
Rapp, John Meaney, and Roger
Coutu showed they were back in
form, as the team notched victory
number one.
It was a long season that
followed, with the periodic highs
and lows thaf most young teams
must endure in earning its wings.
There was the satisfying Christmas
Tournament
victory,
the
disheartening Joss to Clark, and the
valiant effort in Cuba. One of the
high points of the season was a onep o i n t d i f f h a n g e r victory over
Tufts, while Wesleyan retained its
spell over the Bants in beating the
Blue and Gold three times this
year.
It was also a season of individual
stories, as Coutu rebounded from a
painful injury to become a -key
factor down the stretch, Jim
Callahan regain his, deadly
shooting touch at midseason to
contribute to the squad's success,

and Wynter became a force to be
reckoned with inside, as the lithe
freshman slithered his way down
the lane to a host of layups and tipins. And then there Was Rapp,
leading the team in scoring and
rebounds, drilling those familiar
baseline turn-arounds and blocking
some clutch shots, with Captain
Meaney drilling crucial foul shots
and breaking opponent's presses
with cool assurance.
Word came in early lasl week
that Trinity narrowly missed a
Division II-III ECAC Tournament
bid to Amherst and Tufts,
Although the team was disappointed, there still exists the cold
fact that this is a group of players
that
can
only
improve.
Cohesivenes and teamwork can
only-be acquired in time, and with
yet another year under its
collective belt, Coach Dan Doyle's
troops will return with something
more to prove next season.

Last year's MVP, Carl Rapp continued his scoring ways this season,
leading the team In total points.
photo by Mark Italia

Sports Satire

An Open Interview

Dave Wynter provided a necessary spark hi the team's success this year. Wynter was awarded for his
efforts with the MVP award in the Christmas Tourney."
'
photo bv Mark Italia

Intramural Hoop: Rosshirt Leads
Crow Over Cheswicks With 41Points
Behind the stellar 41-point
performance of senior Willie
Rosshirt, the Crow House defeated
the Cheswicks 80-77' in the Intramural
Basketball
finals.
Rosshirt, who was. simply unstoppable in the first half, poured
in 26 of the team's 44 first-half
points, giving Crow a strong
eleven-point lead. It was, however,
clutch foul shooting by senior Bill
Gabor and junior Dave Smith that
saved the Crow House victory, as,
the Cheswicks mounted a strong'
comeback in the second stanza.(
The first half belonged to
•Rosshirt, as he hit from everywhere
on the court. The Cheswicks
shifted defenses in order to check
Rosshirt's strong onslaught, but he
continued to thrill the crowd with
slick drives, bank shots, and
swishes from outside. Meanwhile,
Smith, senior Bob Meyers and
sophomore Scott Taylor controlled
the defensive boards as the Cheswicks could not find the range.

Dominating throughout the first
half, Crow built a sixteen-point
advantage, but went in at half time
leading 44-33.
In the second half, the
Cheswicks concentrated
on
stopping Rosshirt, but Crow's
Taylor came alive inside and increased Crow's lead to 18 points
with twelve i minutes remaining.
From there, the Cheswicks began
their mighty comeback.
Led by the hustling of seniors
Mike Rauseo, Claude Sangiolo and
BillDuggan, they closed the gap to
eight, as they double 'teamed all
over the court, forcing many
turnovers by their flustered opponents. Crow continued to slow
the ball down, looking for the good
shot, only to have it stolen and
converted iato a hoop for the
Cheswicks. Crow was further hurt
as Taylor fouled out and Smith was
saddled with his fourth personal.
Senior, Dave Bazar entered for
Crow, promptly pumped in a nifty

hook shot and sunk the free throw
to complete the three-point play
and increase Crow's lead to 10
points.
With less than five minutes
remaining, the Cheswicks began
fouling, hoping that Crow could
not convert from the line. Rosshirt
and Smith continued to calmly sink
both ends of the one-and-one, and
keep the Crow House lead.
Sangiolo hit a jumper and a pair of
foul shots to bring the Cheswicks
to within one at 76-75 with 1:52 left.
Crow brought the ball down and
Gabor was fouled. He sank both
free throws, upping the lead to 7875. Duggan hit a clutch jumper to
make it 78-77 with less than 40
seconds remaining. Rosshirt wound
the clock down to fifteen seconds
but his drive was blocked by Jeff
Mather, t h e Cheswicks came
down and put up a final shot, but it
rolled off the rim. In the final
scramble, Smith was fouled and hit
both ends of the one-and-one to ice
the victory.

The following is a fabricated
interview with a fictional character
named Coach Doll, the head

basketball coach at a Division III
college. The author's name has
been withheld upon request.

by Your Roving Reporter

Q. Do you
believe
that
professionalism and amateurism go
hand in hand? If not, why not?.
A. Of course not. Hut then again, if
I procure jobs for my star players,
it is of no one's concern what they
do to earn it, fiven if it is
questionable under the auspices of
all the do-gooders in this area.

Q. Go6d morning, Coach Doil. By
the way, Coach, that background
music sounds familiar -- what is it?
A. Oil, that's "Hail to the Chief", It
is played for me by my obedient
staff.
Q. Coach, what do you think of the
rating system for all colleges and
universities?.
A. It's all right. But in our division,
which* is three, it should be listed as
A,B, C, D, and E. We would then
play 3E and I can assure you that
we would .sweep our division.
Q. Does that mean you would not
have to play Wesleyan?
A. Of course, for the simple reason
that Wesleyan would be in Division
3A, and we would be in 3E. We
would then be assured of a winning
season. "
Q. Coach Doil, I notice that your
name is close to that precious
commodity, oil Does that explain
all the oil you spread when recruiting?
A.Weil, you have to spread a lot
of
"oil" when
recruiting
prospective youngsters. Otherwise
tha other schools will pick up all
the players that I'm after.
Q. Is it true that you have a direct
pipeline to admissions and that you
can gel any player in, regardless ol
I.Q. and board scares?
A. Of course, Here again it is the
old "oil" line.

Q. How do yuu justify your being
here?
A. Well, if you keep promising
everyone that you will get them
anything and everything, such as
unlimited trips, all expenses paid,
we will make more money, and
once you make money, you can
always hide a certain percentage
of it for your own personal use.
So, as I have said before, keep
spreading the "oil" and it is
amazing as to how many people
you can fool.
Q, Well, Coach Oil. er, ah, I mean
Doil, when and U you leave here,
where will the basketball program
be then?
A. I am really only concerned
about myself and as long as I can
promote my ID and advance my
own being, I really couldn't care
about the program here. Of course,
you realise that this is all not for
publication and I would appreciate
all your notes.
[Reporter's notes I ruefully handed
overall my notes. In reality, I had
the last laugh with my concealed
tape recorder.)
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Wrestlers Not Disappointed With 3-7 Season
by Dave Mueller
For some folks, finishing a
season at 3-7 might seem dismal,.
but for the Trinity wrestling team it
was pretty good. Of course, :they,
would" have liked to have had a
better record, but they fee;) quite
satisfied with their overfall'/,
performance this year;
• • ;:i
The Bantams grapplers hadcine
of their better showings at the XV,
New Englands. Tim Yasui and
Mike Howe came out of the day.
with fourth place finishes while
Frank Caskin picked up a second.
As all three place finishers were
freshmen, they are expected to do
even better next year with a season
under their belts.
Then there was the fantastic
finish at the Varsity New Englands,
where co-captains John O'Brien
and Dave Brooks both took thirds.
Brooks equalled his tourney finish
of a year ago, while O'Brien had
barely qualified the year before.
The co-captains,, with the help of

Glenn McLellan, landed a tenth Glenn McLellan. The sophomore
place finish out of a field of
finished with a 5-1-1 tally and came
eighteen teams.
y
within one point of placing in the
Even the team's season record of New England tourney.
three wins and seven losses is an
But winning records weren't the
improvement over last year's 1-12 only thing that helped the team
count.
achieve this year. Nick Martin was
A lot of things contributed to this a big factor, according to most
year's success, and one of them everyone including Coach Darr.
would have to be the team cap- Darr felt that the help Martin
tains. The team was inspired not volunteered three days a week was
only through the leadership of immeasureable. Martin not only
seniors Brooks and O'Brien, but presented valuable lessons on
also took pride in their accom- technique, but also wrestled with
plishments. O'Brien finished the some of the heavier wrestlers to
season with a shining 7-3 record, give them better workouts.
quite an improvement over last
Senior Eric Lewis deserves credit
year's6-7 finish. Brooksvended with too, as he performed many of the
an unmarred string of ten wins. .same duties with the grapplers in
Coach Mike Darr felt that their the lower weight classes until he
individual records and tournament suffered a knee injury during a
finishes were "a great way for John practice session.
and Dave to go out", and that their
Also deserving of mention are'
achievements were mostly due to the team members who didn't
their hard work and dedication. appear in the paper every week but
The only other Bantam with a who, nonetheless, put in just as
winning record was~ Heavyweight much effort. Maybe wrestlers like

Frank Kasmin, Tom Gerke, Doug
Amster and Pete Smith didn't win
all that often, but they were at
practice every day working hard
like all the others.
Something should also be said
for the person behind the scenes,
manager Laura Wilcox, Her duties
included keeping score at both
home and away meets, compiling
statistics, and calling in the scores
to the newspaper. Although her
services sometimes went un-

Fencing At NE's:
Team Finishes Fourth
As the fencers and all avid
readers of this column know, the
Trinity men fencers cojnpleted
their season this past week. Last
Tuesday, they faced UConn and on
IF Saturday they travelled to
%• Providence for the New^ England
^ Championships.
'

i
In Storrs last week, the, men's
P team was able to rout the Huskies
5" 19-8 while the women were
defeated handily 2-14. Although
UConn's women's team was strong,
their men's squad showed very
little depth with only a 6-member
roster forcing them to forfeit three
positions. However, one position
had to be fprfeited by the Bants
which made the initial score, due to
"no-shows", 9-3 in Trinity's favor.
In the bouts which were fenced,
sabre took five, foil two and epee
three. Don DeFabio and cb-captain
Steve Butler each won both of their
bouts in sabre and Mike Charbonnier contributed to the fifth
win. The foil squad underwent a
radical transformation for this
meet as none of the three starters
could make it to this evening
match. This called on freshmen
subs Paul Hanson and Ed Sharp,
who each won a bout. The third
foilist was Tom Mazzarella, who
was recruited from the Cave.
(Mazzarella hadn't fenced in two
seasons and the fencing: team
would like to thank him for bailing
them out.)
The remaining three bouts of the
day were won by epee fencers
Mike Gould and co-captain Dan
Schlenoff. The imported captain
won both of his bouts and Gould
took one of his pair..
Sabre fencer Don DeFabio execntes a perfect fleche attack In the UMaine match last week. DeFabio
capped off a fine senior.season with a spirited perfonnance at the New Englands.

Trinity Ski Team Impressive
In Premier Season
by Dave Diamond
As a nearly snowless season
turned Trinity students' attention
indoors to squash, hockey and
basketball, Trinity was successful
in producing a ski team, the first in
the college's history..
The ski team competed as guest
members in the Division II Ski
League, which includes teams from
Amherst College, University of
Massachusetts, Brown University,
University of Connecticut and
Boston College. The team is applying for permanent membership
next: season. This past season,
Trinity participated in the Amherst
College Alpirie,: Races and competed at Watervijle Valley, New
Hampshire.
In ,the Amherst races, which.
were held at Berkshire East Ski

Area- and featured sloppy spring __President, was encouraged by the
conditions in January, Doug team's performance and said that
Rollins, Trinity's number one skier, they would be bapk next season.
placed a respectable 24th out of 85 Through the raffle held earlier this
racers. John Simons, Trinity's year they were able to earn over
number two, finished 30th. On the $400, and with matching, funds
second day of competition, Rollins from the college it brings their total
turned in another respectable time close to $1,000. With the money,
while Simons fell on an icy course. they have been able to purchase
- At Waterville Valley, Rollins racing bibs and helmets, and are
once again put in excellent times in
considering purchasing team
all three Giant Slalom events, uniforms for- competition next
:
finishing better than any of the season.
well-established Amherst and
Other members of the team
UConn teams. John Simons and include Jim Foltz, Ted Austin, Paul
Glenn Ratcliffe, Trinity's number Mattaliano, David Scully, Sue
three racer, also both turned in Healey, Steve Najarian and John
consistently good times. Perhaps Lemonick. It's a young team, as
the most encouraging, news was
only one racer will not return next
that the Trinity team as a whole season) Simons says that they are
finished an extremely close .8 enthusiastic and looking forward to
seconds behind the UConn team. next season, already planning for a
John Simons, the team's Vice- fuller, iriore competitive schedule.

mentioned, they were greatly
appreciated.
An what of next year's team?
Amazingly,, both Captains made
much 'the same statement when
asked to comment on the future of
the squad. Both were quick to
point out developing talenl .and
dedication. The two also said thai
things looked encouraging for next
year because of the hard' work and
good attitude presented by the
freshman team members.

Trinity's bout total was 33 of a
possible-60. 'thirteen can be tallied
to sabre, 11 to foil, and ten to epee.
For the epee team, Peter Paulsen,
fencing strip A, was going strong
until his last few Bouts. Fencing all
day caught up with' Paulsen, who
dropped his last two bouts to leave
him 64. Schlenoff balanced the
score and went 4-6 on the day.
In foil, seniors Kevin Childress
and Bill Engel were fencing in the
number one and two positions
respectively. Childress hit a lot of
tough competition.and was 5Q-% on
the day, while Engel picked up a
little more with six victories out of
ten bouts.
,
Sabre has traditionally been
strong at Trinity, since Bob Blum
''50 won the NCAA title.*This year.
Trinity's first man, Don DeFabio,
wasn't.his sharpest and only posted
a 6-4 tally for the round robin
competition.
Steve
Butler,
howe\er, fenced well to win seven
bouis on the day, This, unfortunately, was not good enough
for him lo proceed to the individual
finals,
Afiui ,i!i lho learn scores were in,
both DeFabio and Pauisen were
tied for spots in their respective
finals. When ties exist, the number
of touches received is subtracted
from touches scored and the fencer
with the lower indicator • (difference) goes up to I the finals.
Paulsen's indicator was unfortunately too , high, but for
DeFabio, there was also a tie between the indicators. This called ;
for a Five touch fence-off between j
Don DeFabio and Ken St.-Amand
of UMaine.

For the women, the ROTC
In ihe barrage, DeFabio was up
building wasn't as kind. Only the
top two fencers could enter into 3-0 but UMaine came back to tie it
the win column against the well- ' at 4-4. As everyone in the gym
paced UConn team. Rowena stood by, many thought that
Summers picked up one bout as did ' DeFabio was going to "take the
Marianne Miller. The women are collar". It was close and tense, but .•
looking to redeem themselves the last touch was in favor of Trin. i
Thus, the only person to reach to '
against Brown this week. tbe^finals from Unit D was sabre- !
The remainder of Ihe week was man DeFabio. The finals, however, ;
spent tuning up for the" New were tough, and DeFabio could •
England
Championships
in only win a single bout to place sixth
Providence-; The Blue and Gold of 27 fencers.
.
,<..'W
was returning off a poor showing of
sixth place from the previous year.
The men swashbucklers retire
In '78, they had placed third. with-a 7-5 season.and fourth place
Things picked up again for the in the New England Division. T h e
furious fencers of Unit D as they women will continue their season
ended up fourth of the 11 teams in for two more weeks until their New
the New England Division.
, Englands on March 23.

Women's Squash Ends
Season
Trinity Women's Squash team
finished ( ninth in the nation this
past weekend. In the history of the
Women's Nationals, they have
never placed out of the top ten.
Coach Sue McCarthy's team
finished 5-8 on the season,
defeating Amherst 6-1 and losing to

Harvard 0-7 in their last matches t>f
the year.
No Trinity player was ranked
individually in the nation this year.
Laurie
Fergusson,
Johanna
Piloechelli, Belh Da\i.son. ami
Nancy Bogle all performed well in
the nationals,
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Women's Hoop Ends Winter With Win Over Wes
Schlein Sets Record With Winning Basket
by Nick Noble
With less than half a minute left
in the 1979-80 Women's Varsity
Basketball season, the score was
tied at 49-49, Wesley an with the
ball. They drove in to shoot, but
missed the hoop, and Trinity senior
Cathy Anderson, playing in her last
college game, grabbed the crucial
rebound.
The
Cardinals
surrounded her quickly, forcing a
jump ball. The clock read twentyfour seconds.
Anderson lost the tap, but
sophomore Kathy Schlein, Trinity's
quick-moving,
sharp-shooting
guard set on a new Trinity scoring
record, stole the ball and galloped
off on a break-away towaids the
Wesleyan basket. The easy layup
made the score 51-49, Trinity, and
gave Kathy Schlein 220 points foi
the season. The old record was set
fay Captain Cindy Higgms last
winter, with 219.
Terry Johnson iced the cake at
the ten-second mark, when the
scrappy ball-handler made two
free-throws to give Trinity the
game, 53-49. It was the Bantams'
first win after eleven straight losses,
and only their second of the
season. Their record for the 197980 campaign is ended at 2-13, but
the last one was the sweetest a win
to say goodbye to two seniors
departing, anil a win to lend hope
to the young team's future
The Trinity learn hadn't been so
successful earlier in the week The
Bantams travelled to Amheist and
led at the half 31-30. But behind
Aschman, the Lady Jeff high-scorer
(22 points), Amherst dominated the
second stanza to win the game 4966, handing Trinity loss number
thirteen, their eleventh in a row.
Minnie Mahoney led Trinity with
14 points. Captain Higgins had 13,
Schlein 9.
,
A vocal crowd was on hand to
watch the Wesleyan classic, featuring seniors Cindy Higgins and
Cathy Anderson for the last time.
It was a one-woman show at the
outset. Anderson was all over the
court, snatching pases at the corner
and making good the shot. She had
ten points in just the first quarter,
all from the same spot, about

fifteen feet away from the hoop
near the right corner. Higgins
helped out-with some accurate
foul-shooting, and Trinity was up
17-14.
The momentum seemed to be
Trinity's, but Anderson hurt her
ankle early in the second quarter
and had to leave the game for a
while. Wesleyan immediately
oegan playing the Bantams evenly,
until Higgins took command. With

from the outside, and scored on a
breakaway layup to give Trinity a
27-18 halftime edge.
Minnie Mahoney and Lu
DiMaria both shot well, but it was
the talented Connie Newton who
stole the show for the next five
minutes. Three times she swished
in perfect shots from twenty feet
out, and Trinity's lead was a
commanding 41-31.
Then Cmdy Muggins fouled out.

rough for the home team. The
Cardinals scored nine unanswered
points, to make it a dose 41-40
ballgame. Then the irrepressible
Kathy Schlein, dormant as a decoy
for most of the period, came to life.
She scored a nice outside hoop to
give Trin a 43-40 edge,
But all glory was not so easily to
be: Wesleyan took a 47-43 lead,
theii fiisi of the game, with some
timely field baskets and good foul

Wesleyan had the ball. The stage
was set for the heroics of Cathy
Anderson, the record-breaking of
Kathy .Schlein, the crowning touch
by Terry Johnson, and the win: the
season's sweetest game. ,
Schlein was the game's high
scorer with 13 points, followed by
Newton with 12 and Anderson with
10. Higgins led both teams with 13
rebounds in three quarters.
Cindy Higgins concluded the
season with W rebounds in 15
games, breaking by over forty the
record she set last year in the same
number of contests. She holds a
host of Trinity marks that will
secure her a place in the ranks of
Trinity's all-time greats. bHh career
points (number one all-lime), 13.2
I'areer points per game (number
two behind Nancy McDermott),
H(>.1 rebounds am! 10.8 per game
career (both number one), most
career field goals, free throws, and
•11.4 free throw percentage (behind
McDermott and Schlein).
She still holds the record for
points and rebounds in a game,
with 31 and 26 respectively, and
while her seasonal scoring record
was broken this year by Schlein,
she became the first Trinity player
with two 200 point seasons, ending
1979-80 with 202 points. With
Schlein's 220, they are the first pair
of 200 pointers on .i l'rinity team.
Cindy Higgins' place in the.
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Cathy Anderson [030] and Cindy Higgins [far right], shown here against Bowdoln, played their final
game for the Women's basketball team In the win over Wesleyan last Thursday, Katby Schlein [ c ] , a
sophomore, Is set to return next season. It was SchleJn's last-minute basket that won the game for The
Bantams and earned her a spot In the record books.
photo by Charles Rosenfield
the score 21-18, Trinity, she took
an offensive rebound, passed the
ball to Schlem, and watched as the
high-scoring sophomore put it in
for a five-point margin.
' Connie Newton then demonstrated why the future looks so
bright, as she made a nice basket

Perhaps not the most dazzling
conclusion to a great career, but
the crowd gave the gallant Captain
an ovation as she walked back to
the bench, and Coach Karen
Erlandson shook her hand.
Without
Higgins 1
great
rebounding skills the going got

shooting from Trinity ( mistakes.
With
the ball
in
their
possession, Trinity drove down
towards the Cardinal basket.
Schlein made the hoop, and Terry
Johnson followed with a couple of
nice foul shots. The score was 4949, the clock read 00:30, and

lypjffecl

tier Trinity career; a strong start, a
middle period plagued by injury
and other factors, and an heroic
finish. For those two, it was the
end.
For the rest of the team the
Wesleyan victory might be a
beginning. Kathy Schlein has come
into her own as a superb piaymaker
and shooter. The team lacked just
two things this year: height and
experience. With the acquisition of
some height, tempered with the
experience of this year's players Schlein,
Newton,
Johnson,
DiMaria, Mahtjriey, Brierly, and
Burke - there will be an optimistic
tint to the future of Trinity
Women's Basketball.

Jones Best In NE In 50 And 100
• This past weekend, seven of the
finest of Chet's Chicks traveled to
the New England Jntercollegiate
Women's Swimming and Diving
Championships at Southeastern
Mass University. Simply attending
this meet merits recognition, as attendance is based on qualifying
times, proving that the swimmer
can post one of the better times in
New England. This year, the
Women's Varsity Swim team sent
more girls than ever before. .
Swimming for Trinity were
Denise Jones, Torey Aronow, Tini
Peiser, Anne Ward, Linda feillett,
and Paula Ryan, Trinity also sent
sophomore Janet Rathbun to
compete with the pack of outstanding divers in. the area. The
overall performances of these girls
were very strong, with all of them
posting at least one personal best
time. Along the way, however,
shining individual performances
made this a meet to remember.

Of course, most of the attep'ion
all the concern was -for nothing.
having
the "middle
lane". twelve finishes make this freshman
and concern was focused on senior
In the 50 Breast, Jones easily Another special surprise in this Trinity's biggest hope tor the
sensation Denise Jones. Since She
qualified for the finals. The final race was freshman Linda Gillett, future. Ward, Gillett and Jones
was the only member of the team
race was on Friday night. Jones had who did heT best time ever and teamed up with Paula Ryan in the
who had qualified for and attended
qualified first, which brought her qualified for the consolation finals Medley Relay ami placed ninth
the New England Championships into the race seeded first. To her (for the seventh to twelfth place overall.
all four years, the whole team had
right was Mary Montague, the only finishers). The big race was held
The 200 Freestyle relay with the
big hopes for Jones. Indeed, before other girl who had broken :33 this Saturday night. Again Montague same combination of winners
the qualifying races even began,
year (Jones has gone :31.7). To and Taffee were on either side of placed seventh. Torey Aronow
she was seeded first in the 50 her left was perennial rival Taffe Jones. This time, the race was a teamed up with Ward, Ryan and
breaststroke and second in the 100, (of Holy Cross). Despite the little closer - Jones didn't blow her Jones to place twelfth in the 400
a better ranking than any woman at
competition, the race was not that opponents out of the pool until the Freestyle relay on the final day of
Trinity had ever posted prior to this close, and Jones won easily amidst last lap, where a quick turn and a the meet.
year.
screams of joy from her team- final burst of adrenalin gave her the
Other bright performances came
Last year, seeded sixth, Jones mates. Four years of hard work had edge she needed. A double win for from diver Janel Rathbun, who
finally paid off, as Denise Jones- Denise -- the new 19N0 NE placed
lost the 50 Breast in a photo finish
ltuh
overall,
and
became not only the New England Champion in the 100 Breastroke. sophomore Tini Peiser, who
to long-time rival Callie Taffe. This
year has been different all along, Champion, but also the first Linda Gillett also swam an in- clocked a personal best time in the
however. To begin, Jones is woman swimmer at Trinity to earn credible race, and finished tenth 200 Free and the 5OU Free (5:57.0.)
swimming better than she has ever a NE title.
with a time of 1:16.8.
At the end of the meet. Trinity
been, and this has put her headThe 100 Breaststroke was
Jones was not the only woman lo was in 14th place overall. This is
and-shoulders above her opperhaps more exciting, as Jones swim well. Anne Ward did well in the best ever ior Chet's Chicks,
ponents. Her close races this was only seeded second in the all four of her races, placing 11th in both individually and as a team, In
season could be counted on one qualifying race. She swam very well the 500 Free with a ne,w school two weeks, Jones and Ward go on
hand, Still, the element of doubt in that race, breaking the Trinity record of 5:35.63, ninth in the 200 to represent Trinity at the
always present lent an added college record in a personal best Free with another school record of Nationals in Pittsburgh, PA. Trinity
excitement to those races. This time of 1:11.1. This time was fast 2:05.11. tenth in the 50 Free t2f).5i looks forward lo even more esFriday and Saturday, however, enough to get her to quaiify first for and eighth m the 100 Free wiih a eitemeril there front these two
Jones proved once and for all that the finals, and gave her the edge of
56.93. Two records and four top dynamite swimmers.

